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1 Introduction
The ASAM (Automatic Architecture Synthesis and Application Mapping) project
aims to develop a system-level design flow that will facilitate the design of
complex ASIP-based embedded hardware-software systems for highly demanding
modern applications. Such systems consist of optimized heterogeneous multiprocessor hardware platforms, running highly parallel application software
efficiently mapped on the platforms.
To find the most promising parallel versions of the required application
computation processes, to develop high-quality architectures for the processors
and multi-processor hardware platforms corresponding the these parallel
computation versions, and to appropriately map and compile the parallel software
on the computing platforms, an adequate application analysis (profiling) and
restructuring (parallelization) is necessary.
This report is devoted to the problem of the application analysis and restructuring.
It describes the problem, context and aim of the specific application analysis and
parallelization for the purpose of ASIP customization through instantiation and
extension, as well as, scheduling and mapping of application computation
processes on a customized ASIP instance. It discusses the needs of the specific
application analysis and restructuring regarding their results, as well as, analysis
methods and tools required, overviews and analyzes the existing methods and
tools in relation to these needs, and propose a method of application analysis and
parallelization for the purpose of the ASIP architecture synthesis. It also delivers a
partial information on application analysis restructuring for the purpose of two
other parts of the ASAM design flow: macro-architecture synthesis and application
software compilation.
This deliverable reports a part of research work performed in the scope of the
work-package WP3: “Automatic architecture synthesis for ASIP processors and
other system modules at the micro-architecture level”. Within WP3, dedicated
methods and prototype tools are being developed for the technology-aware multiobjective synthesis and optimization of the application-specific ASIP processing
elements, interconnects and memory structures at the micro-architecture level, as
well as, clustering of the processing elements, interconnects and memory
structures at this level. One of the crucial parts of WP3 is Task 3.1: “Application
analysis/profiling and parallelization”. Since the application analysis and
parallelization have been intensively researched in the past, and initially we did
not have any partner from this field in the ASAM project consortium, in the initial
ASAM
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project formulation reflected in the Technical Annex we assumed to base the work
of ASAM in this field to a large extent on the existing research results and tools.
We planed the possible new developments to be limited to hardware targeted loop
parallelization and transformations for optimizing data locality, and to control
transformations, with main activities being adaptation and extension of the
existing methods and tools to the application analysis and parallelization for the
purpose of the application-specific instruction identification and selection for ASIP
processors. However, just before the final decision on funding the ASAM project,
the project consortium has been extended with two new partners (Compaan and
ACE) working in the field of the application analysis, parallelization and retargetable compilation. Due the strengthening of the ASAM consortium in the
application analysis and parallelization, and in view of the crucial importance of
the application analysis and parallelization for the application-specific microarchitecture synthesis of highly parallel ASIPs, the ASAM project consortium
decided to more extensively study the hardware targeted application
parallelization and transformations for optimizing data locality, and do more new
developments in this field than initially planed. This extended to some degree the
scope of the project works, especially in WP3 and WP5, and inside of WP3 in its
tasks T3.1 and T3.3. The so extended scope of application analysis and
parallelization is reflected in this deliverable D3.1: “Method of and report on
application analysis/profiling and parallelization”, and in the deliverable D3.3:
“Method of and report on final ASIP architecture construction” and of WP3.

1.1 ASAM Design Flow
Figure 1 demonstrates the general view of the ASAM design flow which includes
the following three main parts:
•

macro-level exploration and synthesis,

•

micro-level exploration and synthesis, and

•

rapid prototyping and actual implementation.

As it can be seen from figure 1, application analysis and parallelization are related
to both the macro-level and micro-level DSE. However, at each level, analysis and
parallelization have partially different aims. At the macro-level, they support the
decisions related to the coarse-grain (task/subprogram level) parallelism
exploitation and partitioning of an application; while at the micro-level they serve
the exploitation of all kinds of parallelization and drive the construction of the
most-promising parallel versions of the application code, the final ASIP
architecture construction (w.r.t. design constraints) for the parallel versions of the
ASAM
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application code, and mapping of the parallel application code to the constructed
ASIP.
From the above, it should be clear that application analysis and parallelization
drives more complex decisions at the micro-level DSE. The micro-level DSE
process receives the following inputs from the macro-level DSE process:
•

the number and types of ASIP processors selected,

•

a part of the application’s C code assigned to be executed on each of these
ASIP processors,

•

parametric requirements related to each (ASIP, partial C code) pair.

Figure 1: General ASAM design flow
ASAM
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The following tasks related to the application analysis and parallelizations have to
be performed at the micro-level:
1) application code analysis for the code part assigned to a single ASIP processor
and restructuring of the code for the application- and technology-specific
optimized parallel implementation;
2) identification of the customization and optimization opportunities for each ASIP
and application code part assigned to; when accounting for the exploitation of the
task-level, instruction-level (VLIW) and data parallelism, code vectorization, loop
optimization, pipelining, custom operations and possibly some additional kinds of
optimization opportunities, like look buffering.
Roughly speaking, the application analysis and parallelization provides for the
micro-level DSE information on the following aspects:
•

Execution behavior of the application (application bottleneck detection)

•

Promising parallel versions of the partial application code assigned to each
processor

•

A list of the transformations and optimizations applied to the original code in
order to increase the application parallelism and to drive the applicationdriven ASIP construction

•

Information necessary to be used as hints for the HiveCC compiler for
efficient scheduling and mapping of the parallelized application software.

•

All parameters necessary to configure or construct the ASIP for the selected
parallel code version

As an input, ANSI-C application specifications are accepted which comprise
straight line code sections, as well as, loops for iterative execution of the
repetitive code sections. The binaries corresponding to the application code are
statically scheduled by the compiler to be run on the target processors (VLIW
architecture with scalar and/or vector operations). A very brief overview of the
computing platform is given in the following subsection. More detailed information
is provided in Deliverable 1.1

1.2 Computing Platform
The computing platform targeted in the ASAM project is represented by a
heterogeneous MPSoC technology based on configurable and extensible
application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs). We specifically focus on the
Silicon Hive's ASIP-based MPSoC technology. Figure 2 depicts the Silicon Hive’s
ASAM
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processor architecture template. Each ASIP consists of a processor core and core
I/O that together form a VLIW machine capable of executing parallel software with
a single thread of control. The core consists of VLIW data-path and a sequencer
also known as controller. VLIW data-path is controlled by the sequencer that uses
status and control registers and executes programs from the local program
memory or instruction cache. The data path contains function units organized in
several parallel scalar and/or vector issue slots connected via programmable
argument and result interconnect networks to registers organized in several
register files. The functional units perform computation operations on
intermediate data stored in the register files.
The coreIO provides the local memory and I/O subsystem enabling easy
integration of the ASIP in any larger system which has access to the devices in
coreio via slave interfaces. The local memories collaboration with particular issue
slots enable scalar access for the scalar slots, and vector or block access for the
vector slots. Both SIMD and MIMD processing can be realized. The whole ASIPs are
configurable and extensible, what enables the selection and configuration of
different parameters such as the numbers, kinds and parameters of function
units, issue slots, register files, memories and interfaces, etc. Also new function
units, issue slots, etc. can be freely added.

Figure 2: ASIP Core Architecture Template
ASAM
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Heterogeneous MPSoC involves several such different ASIPs which are customized
for a particular part of a complex application and interconnected with global
memories and other sub-systems using a configurable hierarchical
interconnection network. Moreover, it enables implementation of the ASIPs on
one chip together with possible hardware accelerators and other digital or analog
sub-systems.

1.3 Report Organization
This report is organized in the following way: Section 2 focuses on and discusses
application analysis (profiling) concepts, followed by an overview of various stateof-the-art application analysis/profiling methods and tools. Comparison of the
analysis tools is presented at the end of the section. Section 3 discusses
application restructuring (parallelization) issue. After the introduction to the
parallelization concepts, several loop transformations are explained in detail subsequentially, several state-of-the-art methodologies, tools and libraries that
facilitate the restructuring are over-viewed. Section 4 describes an initial proposal
of our application analysis and parallelization method for the purpose of the
micro-architecture synthesis. Also, a summary is given about the selection of tools
which are predicted to be used in the project. The report is completed with
references, glossary and terminology in sections 5 and 6, respectively.

ASAM
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2 Application Analysis
2.1 Introduction to Profiling
Analysis (Profiling) of the application's C code is required in order to reveal the
execution behavior and some other important characteristics of an application.
The execution behavior and additional characteristics involve several properties
that are needed to be extracted using several different profiling techniques. These
main properties are listed below:
•

the application code structure;

•

dependency relations within the application;

•

execution time behavior;

•

memory access behavior;

•

code coverage

The profiling results can be used for different purposes, mainly to:
•

reveal how the application code works;

•

find the bottlenecks in the application;

•

architecture-independent software optimization

•

architecture-dependent software optimization (exploiting the different types
of parallelism in relation to particular processor architecture features);

•

processor architecture customization to a given application;

Application code behavior and bottleneck analysis is well known issue for
architecture-independent (or fixed architecture) software optimization. In the
context of the ASAM project, it is aimed to address the code profiling that
facilitates the ASIP synthesis by ASIP architecture instantiation and extension in
parallel to software optimizations.
Extraction of the profiling data can be accomplished with different profiling
techniques which are mainly categorized as static and dynamic profiling.
Static Profiling (code analyzer): Source code is analyzed by parsing the code
in order to expose the code structure. Code structure is usually represented with
data-flow graph (DFG) and control-flow graph (CFG) or combination of both as
control data flow graph (CDFG). Results from static profiling are totally dataindependent and purely based on the analyses of code structure.
ASAM
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Static profiling can be further subdivided w.r.t granularity of analysis into:
fine-grained static profiling - Code analysis is performed at the arithmetic
level within each basic block (the code in a basic block has one entry point,
meaning no code within it is the destination of a jump instruction anywhere in the
program, and it has one exit point, meaning only the last instruction can cause
the program to begin executing code in a different basic block). Fine-grained static
profiling facilitates analysis of the application's computing behavior in details
necessary for decision making on the data path and instructions of the processor
architecture.
coarse-grained static profiling - Code analysis is performed at the basic block
level. Its results can be rather used for coarse architecture decisions, but not
instruction set decisions.
In general, the static profiling (e.g. an CDFG) can be used for the WCET (worstcase execution time) analysis or for the cost evaluation of any branch or critical
path by using some estimation methods.
Dynamic Profiling (run-time profiling): Dynamic behavior of an application is
analyzed by executing the code with some input stimuli. Extraction of the
profiling data is usually based on the following two techniques:
Sampling: This technique is based on the idea of sampling a value (e.g.
program counter) at some interval in order to collect statistical information.
Instrumentation: Instrumentation (probe) inserts additional code into
original application code in order to collect information; but without causing
any substantial side effects on the execution behavior of the original
application.
The collected results are heavily data-dependent, and selected stimuli data should
be representative enough for either typical cases or the worst case.
Dynamic profiling is also applicable at different granularities:
coarse-grained dynamic profiling - Profiling is applied at the basic block level
in order to get a coarse (system level) behavior of the program.
fine-grained dynamic profiling - Profiling is performed deeply inside of each
basic block at the arithmetic level to reveal precise behavior.
In general, coarse-grained profiling is more for a coarse architecture selection and
fine-grained profiling for the instruction set decisions. Moreover, the fine grained
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profiling exposes the arithmetic and logic operations, low-level algorithm
operations, and memory accesses.
Aforementioned profiling techniques are applicable to analyze application
behavior at the level of source code, intermediate representation (IR), or
assembly code.
Source Level (SL) Profiling
Source-level profiling corresponds to extraction and collection of data by analysis
of source code (e.g. C, C++) of an application. Source code profilers usually
provide coarse-grained information. These kind profilers analyze the code at the
function or loop level, and provide statistics such as relative execution time of
procedures, caller-callee counts of functions etc.
Intermediate Representation(IR)-Level / Fine-Grained SL Profiling
Profiling is performed using the intermediate representation (IR) of the application
code. The IR is a machine- and language-independent version of the original
source code. Profiling of precision-enhanced source code can also be considered
in the scope of this level. IR lowers the level of abstraction compared to SL and
specifies operations more explicitly than the source code. This allows to gain more
accurate profiling results.
Assembly-Level / ISS-Based Profiling
Profiling is applied on the assembly code of the application or is performed during
the instruction set simulation (ISS).
More detailed information on each kind of profiling is provided in the following
subsections. Application profiling intends to extract the following information from
various profilers:
Analysis of application code structure (CDFG):
Code structure extraction and its representation in the form of (C)DFG enables an
early evaluation of the application w.r.t. design constraints such as throughput.
Moreover, it reveals dependency relationships between arithmetic operations, and
delivers path analysis and critical path detection. Furthermore, (C)DFG is an
accepted form of input for the custom instruction pattern identification and
selection processes.
Analysis of computing cost:
Computing cost can be categorized as cost of the actual algorithm computing and
the cost of an overhead. Profiling tools usually extract the actual algorithm costs
ASAM
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by executing the application with some input stimuli on a host platform. Overhead
costs (e.g. memory access cost, cost of top-level management of a program,
execution cost for hardware such as DMA and other IO transactions, timing
resource management, cost of thread and interrupt handling etc.) are those that
cannot be directly recognized during the code profiling due to their dependence
on the computer architecture and operating systems.
Some hardware-dependent computing costs are hidden and not observable by the
source level profilers. Since the architectural properties of an ASIP are not defined
at its early development stages, a reference architecture and reference assembly
code (SiliconHive's domain-specific processors) can be used to estimate the
hidden hardware-dependent computing costs.
Analysis of memory cost:
The memory access cost analysis consists of the combined analysis of memory
access operations and memory access models (addressing algorithms or parallel
addressing algorithms). Since memory cost is heavily dependent on the
architecture properties (register file size, on-chip memory size etc.), memory cost
analysis at the source level is usually not accurate enough. However, there are
profiling tools (e.g microProfiler) that also address the memory cost analysis while
keeping the accuracy at reasonable level, while being still independent of the
architecture.
Memory access cost involves:
•

the accumulations of memory access operations (read and write) while
running a task;

•

analysis of memory access models (addressing algorithms and parallel
addressing algorithms)

Analysis of code-size cost:
Memory limitation of embedded systems requires a careful analysis of the
application code size. Code transformations may result in an increased code size
which may have a negative effect on the overall performance of the application or
energy consumed, for example, due to the instruction-cache misses.
Analysis of code coverage:
Code coverage analysis intends to test how much of the program is exercised by
the test suite. It is important to have a representative input data which has a high
code coverage rate.
ASAM
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Analysis of dependency:
Dependency analysis (flow, output, anti loop-carried and loop-independent
dependencies) comes into play when one wants to modify or transform the
application. Dependency analysis is crucial to keep the original semantic of the
application during the code transformations.
Analysis for code optimization:
This analysis intends to perform a search for a room for possible optimization
opportunities that can be applied on the specific code portion (e.g. loop). Analysis
for optimization opportunities depends on, but is not limited, to dependency
analysis. Also it should suggest candidates for optimization with different code
transformation techniques and their applicable parameters (e.g. loop unrolling
with different unroll factor parameters).
Some of the terms and definitions are taken from the chapter 6 - Code Profiling
for ASIP Design - of the book referenced in [1].
The
following
subsections
discusses
the
state-of-the-art
application
analysis/profiling tools by dividing them into the following three categories:
source-level, IR-level and assembly-level profilers. The last subsection concludes
the analysis by providing a comparison of the profiling tools.

2.2 Source-Level (SL) Profiling
High level languages implement the functional behavior of the applications and
hide some of the architecture specific operations for the sake of simplicity and
flexibility. Since some assembly level operations are not visible (e.g. load/store
between registers and memories, computation of physical data memory
addresses, and target addresses in the program memory etc.) in high level
languages, profiling of source code hides some architectural properties. That
results in less accurate profiling at the source level; on the other hand, abstraction
of many details allows for a fast profiling of the application code.
int k=0, s=0, l=0;
result = (line == l) ? (k+s) : (line*k+s)
A code line which is written in a high level language may consist of many
operations which are executed by many instructions in a computer with a specific
architecture. Source level profiling is not precise enough to well evaluate these
high abstraction of the source code. For example, two lines of C code given above
can be evaluated as equally contributing to the application run time, because the
execution counts of their code are equal. In fact, the second line of the code
ASAM
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obviously requires more computing time. However, this is not observable by the
source-code level profilers.
Source level profilers are generally used to optimize the software itself by
rewriting the hot spots of the program in order to have a more efficient code. The
source-level profilers can be useful in the context of ASIP design if someone wants
to reveal the execution of the program at a coarse level. However, source profilers
are alone not sufficient for full ASIP synthesis due to their limitations, and mainly,
the lack of accuracy.
The following subsections provides information on the available source level
profilers.
2.2.1 GNU Gprof

GNU Gprof1 [2][3] is a source-level time profiler which allows to analyze the
program in order to find in which parts of code the program spent its execution
time. It is the GNU GCC compiler which inserts instrumentation code into the
application code to produce profiling data. This profiling data is collected during
the actual execution of the program with input stimuli. Profiling results depend
very much on the representativity of the input stimuli. Since profiling results are
statistical, increasing the sampling size yields more precise results. For example,
profiling the decoding of a 2 minutes MP3 file yields more precise results than
profiling the decoding of a 10 seconds MP3 file.
Usage:
$ gcc -g example.c -pg
$ ./a.out
$ gprof -l -L a.out gmon.out &>profile.result
(The option -l tells gprof to output line-by-line profiling information. -L causes Gprof to
output full file path information which can be useful to correlate profiling data with
source code)

Gprof analyzes and interprets the profiling data result as flat profile and call
graph. The flat profile provides detailed time statistics for each subroutine.
Basically, the flat profile sorts the functions by execution time. This is a way to get
an overall feel of which functions are taking the most of the time. Figure 3 shows
an example output of gprof for the flat profile of a MP3 encoder.
1

http://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/
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However, the flat profile can be misleading due to functions calling children
functions. For example, if your executable spends most of its time in function A, it
may be due to the function A is being a bottleneck or because the function A calls
function B, where function B is the actual bottleneck.

Figure 3: Gprof output for flat profile of the MP3 Encoder
Fortunately, Gprof also creates a call graph that show how much time functions
spend in children functions. A call graph is a listing of the call tree of the function.
In other words, the amount of time spent in each function plus the amount of time
spent in functions called by that function. Like the flat profile, the call graph is
sorted by time spent in each function. By looking at the call graph, you can
determine if you should spend time optimizing a particular function, or if you should
optimize the functions called by that function. Figure 4 shows the Gprof output for
call graph of a MP3 encoder.

Figure 4: Gprof output for call graph of MP3 Encoder
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Output of Gprof provided in textual format, but it is possible to use visualization
tools to interpret the text in order to have graphical representation of profiling,
tools such as VCG (Visualization of Compiler Graphs) can be used for that aim.
Figure 5 demonstrates the visualization of the whole call graph profile of MP3
encoder.
One of the drawbacks of the Gprof is the fact that analysis of program bottlenecks
is performed at the function level and do not provide sufficient information at a
more detailed level, for example, it is not possible to detect which loop consumes
the most processing power inside a hotspot function. Another drawback is that
Gprof can only be used in conjunction with GNU GCC compiler and analysis results
are architecture-independent.

Figure 5: MP3 Encoder call graph visualization with VCG
ASAM
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2.2.2 GNU Gcov / Lcov

Gcov2 is a tool used in conjunction with GCC to test code coverage in application
program. A coverage profiler tests to see how much of the program is exercised
by the test suite. Gcov creates a log file which indicates how many times each line
of a source file has been executed. Since Gcov accumulates statistics by line, it
works the best with a programming style that places only one statement on each
line. If you use complicated macros that expand to loops or to other control
structures, the statistics are less helpful, they only report on the line where the
macro call appears. If your complex macros behave like functions, you can replace
them with inline functions to solve this problem. Lcov can be used to visualize the
output of Gcov. Following figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the code coverage
information of a simple function using Lcov3.

Figure 6: Lcov highlights the covered and non-covered code lines

2

http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Gcov.html

3

http://ltp.sourceforge.net/coverage/lcov.php
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Figure 7: Code coverage report with Lcov
2.2.3 Valgrind Framework (Callgrind Tool) and KCachegrind

Valgrind4 is an instrumentation framework for building dynamic analysis tools.
Callgrind is one of the those tool that records the call history among functions in a
program’s run as a call-graph in order to see the execution time distribution of an
application. By default, the collected data consists of the number of instructions
executed, their relationship to source lines, the caller/callee relationship between
functions, and the numbers of such calls.

Figure: 8 Flat profile of x264 video encoder visualized with Kcachegrind
4

http://valgrind.org/
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Callgrind propagates costs across the function call boundaries. If function A calls
B, the costs from B are added into A’s costs. When applied to the program as a
whole, this builds up a picture of so called inclusive costs, that is, where the cost
of each function includes the costs of all functions it called, directly or indirectly.
The difference with the Gprof is the fact that Callgrind can be used with an
executable created by compilers other than GNU GCC.

Figure 9: Call graph of x264 video encoder visualized with Kcachegrind

Callgrind’s ability to detect function calls and returns depends on the instruction
set of the platform it is run on. Output of the profiling data is compatible with a
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KDE/Qt based GUI tool, known as Kcachegrind 5 which makes it easy to navigate
the large amount of data that Callgrind produces.
Figure 8 shows the flat profile of x264 video encoder, as well as instrumented
source code and assembly code of the application. Figure 9 visualizes call graph of
the application with execution time distribution and also number of call from each
function to other functions.
2.2.4 HPCToolkit

The HPCToolkit6, developed at the Rice University, is an open source profile based
performance analysis tool which samples the executions of optimized
applications. Application's binary should include debugging information order to
associate performance metrics with source language constructs (e.g. functions
and loops). Figure 10 provides an overview of HPCToolkit's primary components
and their relationship.
•

hpcrun is a call path profiler based on statistical sampling.

• hpcstruct recovers the static program structure of an application binary. In

particular, hpcstruct recovers source code procedures and loop nests,
detects inlining, and associates procedures and loops with object code.
• hpcprof is used to show static program structure — especially a loop nest

— in its full calling context, hpcprof overlays call path profiles with program
structure and correlates the result with source code. It generates a
performance database.
• hpcviewer is used to interactively present a performance database in three

complementary views. It is specifically designed to facilitate rapid top-down
analysis using metrics that highlight program inefficiency rather than
program hot spots.
• hpcproftt is used to correlate “flat” profile metrics with either source

code structure or object code and generates textual output suitable for a
terminal. Alternatively, it also generates textual dumps of profile files.

5

http://kcachegrind.sourceforge.net/html/Home.html

6

http://hpctoolkit.org/
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Figure 10: HPCToolkit components and their relationship

2.2.5 VfAnalyst

VfAnalyst7 is a tool both for application profiling and parallelization. Analysis part
includes program bottleneck, code coverage and dependency analysis.
Parallelization part provides guidance for users parallelizing their sequential C
code. VfAnalyst enables the user mainly the following:
1. to find the hot-spots and understand the data dependencies;
2. to get feedback on possible problems in the application that limit the
parallelization potential;
3. to explore the parallelization opportunities and obtain speedup data that
include implementation overhead;
4. to create a parallel implementation of a program based on recipes provided
by VfAnalyst
In this section, application analysis capabilities of the VfAnalyst are presented.
The features that are related to parallelization are described in the next section.
Figure 11 demonstrates the dynamic profiling results of vp8 video decoder
application profiled with VfAnalyst. The profiling data include delay and code
coverage information. The delay parameter which is the relative amount of time
spent in each function or loop is expressed as a percentage of the overall
7

http://www.vectorfabrics.com/content/products/vfanalyst
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execution time. Delay parameter is calculated by considering a timing model of
the architecture (in this example case, it is a timing model of ARM Cortex A9).

Figure 11: Profiling of vp8 video decoder application
Application analysis at the loop level granularity is important due to the fact that
loops are parts of code where the repetition occurs, and therefore, where the
concurrency can be found. Previously presented source code profilers (Gprof,
Callgrind) usually enable profiling at the granularity of procedures (functions).
VfAnalyst also produces values of coverage parameter which refers to line
coverage. Line coverage is a metric that shows the percentage of program lines
that have been reached at least once while the program was executed.

Figure 12: 2D-profile of the vp8 video decoder
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Figure 13: More analysis results of a function of the vp8 video decoder

Figure 12 demonstrates 2D view of the functions and loops call hierarchy.
VfAnalyst also provides some other statistics for each function and loop. Figure 13
shows the vp8dx_receive_compressed_data function's statistics which are
calculated in this example considering the timing model of the ARM Cortex A9.
Computation time, memory penalty estimates and load-store counts are
observable from statistics. Moreover, induction expressions, iteration count
are other collected data for the loops.
Dependency analysis is another feature of the vfAnalyst. Dependency analysis
is required prior to parallelization in order to guarantee the same semantic of the
application the same. It allows to analyze different kind of dependencies within
the functions and loops. Dependency analysis involves compute (flow, true),
memory, anti and output dependencies. Moreover, it is possible to observe the
loop-carried
dependencies.
VfAnalyst
deals
with
the
following
dependencies:
Compute dependencies: If one calculation uses the result of another
calculation, then it must wait until that prior calculation is completed before it can
proceed. This is referred to as a compute dependency, because it is driven by the
computing flow of the program.
Memory dependencies: These kind dependencies represent the dependencies
related to flow of data through the memory.
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Anti-dependencies and output dependencies: The dependencies discussed
so far related to the need for data to be available for use, which translates to
waiting to read the data. The reverse situation can also happen: a piece of data
that is going to be overwritten may have to hold its current value until that value
is no longer needed. This means delaying a write until all the required reads are
complete.
Loop-carried dependencies: They are related to consumption in one iteration of
a loop of some values produced in another iteration. Figure 14 demonstrates the
dependency analysis of a particular function. GUI view enables user to
differentiate dependencies by assigning a different sign and color for each kind of
dependency.

Figure 14: Dependency analysis of a function of the vp8 video decoder

2.3 Intermediate Representation (IR)-Level / Fine-Grained SL
Profiling
Profiling at this level aims to fill the gap between the source level and assembly
level profiling with respect to accuracy and speed. IR lowers the level of
abstraction and specifies operations more explicitly than the source code written
in high level languages. This allows to gain more accurate profiling results. Most of
the compiler systems translate source code to IR in order to use IR for various
purposes.
IR level profiling can assist the ASIP designer in:
•

deciding the ASIP data path, memory subsystem and communication
architecture;
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tuning the ASIP architectural parameters (e.g. register and operator sizes,
instruction word length etc);

Despite the IR-code is architecture-independent, the IR-level profiling can deliver
very accurate information close to the assembly-level profiling. The following
subsections discuss the tools that enable to apply profiling on IR or precision
enhanced source code.
2.3.1 LANCE Retargetable C Compiler

LANCE8 [4] is a software platform for fast implementation of C compilers. It
includes a C frontend, a set of code optimization passes on the intermediate
representation (IR) level, a C++ library for IR analysis and manipulation, and a
backend interface for assembly code generation. LANCE is mainly intended for C
compiler development for embedded processors. LANCE's features that are listed
below are beneficial for the application analysis.
LANCE provides:
•

Source code analysis and code instrumentation interface (C++ API for IR
access and analysis)

•

Generation and visualization of control and data flow graphs

LANCE uses a three address code(3-AC) intermediate representation(IR). Complex
expressions are decomposed into 3-AC by means of insertion of temporary
variables. High-level control flow statements (loops, switch etc.) are replaced by
equivalent jump constructs close to the assembly level. The IR can be dumped to
a file in low level ANSI C syntax. This implies a clear and easy-to-learn IR
semantics (subset of C semantics) and enables executability of the IR, which
enables verification of new IR transformation passes and fine-grained code
instrumentation for profiling purposes. Table 1 shows the IR code of an ANSI C
function.
Furthermore, LANCE C++ library comprises functions for control and data flow
analysis. LANCE emits flow graphs per C function in a textual format that can be
visualized with the VCG graph display tool. Figure 16 shows the generated DFG
and CFG for the code listed in table 1.
Original C Code

LANCE 3-AC IR

extern unsigned long S[4][256] ;

extern unsigned long S[4][256];
unsigned long F(unsigned long );

unsigned long F(unsigned long x)
8

http://www.lancecompiler.com/
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{
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned

short a;
short b;
short c;
short d;
long y;

unsigned long F(unsigned long x_3)
{
t1 = (char *)S;
t52 = t49 >> 8;
t53 = (unsigned long )255;
t54 = t52 & t53;
t55 = (unsigned short )t54;
t56 = t55 << 2;
t57 = t1 + t56;
t58 = (unsigned long *)t57;
t60 = 1024 + t1;
t61 = (unsigned long )255;
t62 = t49 & t61;
t63 = (unsigned short )t62;
t64 = t63 << 2;
t65 = t60 + t64;
t66 = (unsigned long *)t65;
t67 = *t58 + *t66;
t69 = 2048 + t1;
t70 = (unsigned long )255;
t71 = t48 & t70;
t72 = (unsigned short )t71;
t73 = t72 << 2;
t74 = t69 + t73;
t75 = (unsigned long *)t74;
t76 = t67 ^ *t75;
t78 = 3072 + t1;
t79 = (unsigned long )255;
t80 = x_3 & t79;
t81 = (unsigned short )t80;
t82 = t81 << 2;
t83 = t78 + t82;
t84 = (unsigned long *)t83;
t85 = t76 + *t84;

d = x & 0x00FF;
x >>= 8;
c = x & 0x00FF;
x >>= 8;
b = x & 0x00FF;
x >>= 8;
a = x & 0x00FF;
y = S[0][a] + S[1][b];
y = y ^ S[2][c];
y = y + S[3][d];
return y;
}

return t85;
}

Table 1: Original C code and corresponding 3-AC IR
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Figure 16: LANCE enables (C)DFG generation and visualization with VCG tool
2.3.2 MicroProfiler

LANCE includes an API for code instrumentation at the IR level, which supports
implementation of advanced application code profiling tools. MicroProfiler 9 [5][6]
is a tool based on the LANCE compiler. It collects profiling data by executing the C
application code after automatic instrumentation. Backend flow of microProfiler is
depicted in figure 17. The API permits the automatic placement of user-defined
probe function calls in between 3-AC IR statements generated by the C frontend.
The instrumented code can be compiled and executed like the original C
application program.
Figure 18 demonstrates the instrumented executable IR code flow. It retains the
original program semantics, but collects dynamic execution statistics as a side
effect. For instance, probe functions may be used to accurately count the dynamic
frequency of C operations, to determine variable word lengths, or to monitor
memory accesses. As opposed to traditional source code profilers, IR-level
profiling leads to a more accurate observability of program characteristics without
a large increase in execution time.

9

http://www.ice.rwth-aachen.de/research/tools-projects/entry/detail/microprofiler/
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Figure 17: Backend flow of the microProfiler

Figure 18: Code instrumentation for profiling purposes

MicroProfiler provides the following statistics:
1. Operator usage statistics
2. Memory access statistics
3. Operand bit widths
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4. Constant bit widths
5. Jumps execution statistics
The collected statistics can be presented in graphical format (pie and bar charts,
tree and table representations) which is provided by the GUI front end. A snapshot
taken from the GUI front end is depicted in figure 19. Moreover, the profiling data
can be passed to another tool as an input. Profiling process can be configured with
a variety of options which are passed through GUI front-end.

Figure 19: microProfiler GUI snapshot
microProfiler also aims to monitor the processor-memory traffic at the IR level.
This is done by generating a memory trace containing addresses and types
(read/write) of all memory accesses during execution. Memory traffic is mainly
caused by the following operations:
•

Accesses to global/static variables

•

Accesses to heap memory (dynamically allocated and deallocated memory)
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Accesses to local variables

The result of memory access profiling data is dumped into the XML file which can
be either imported by other tools or displayed in a user-friendly GUI front-end. It is
possible to see separate statistics for globals/statics, locals and heap memory.
2.3.3 TotalProf

TotalProf [7] is source code cross profiler that estimates the performance of an
application regarding the following from aspects. First, a code optimization and
virtual compiler backend are employed to resemble the course of target
compilation. Secondly, an optimistic static scheduler is introduced to estimate the
behavior of the target processor’s data path. Finally, dynamic events, such as
cache misses, bus contention and branch prediction failures, are simulated at
runtime.

Figure 20: Concept of TotalProf
TotalProf aims to show that source-level performance estimation (SLPE) with a
virtual backend is much better than without. Figure 20 demonstrates the concept
of TotalProf. Totalprof aims at three goals at once: (1) An ultra fast execution speed
that is on a par with SLPE. (2) A performance estimation close to ISS for a wide
spectrum of processor architectures (VLIW, DSP). (3) Ease to retargetability.
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Figure 21: TotalProf infrastructure with an example of a virtual backend
Figure 21 demonstrates the TotalProf infrastructure with an example of a virtual
backend. TotalProf performs a source-level performance estimation that is
implemented by embedding several IR-to-IR transformations into the host
compilation work flow of an open-source retargetable compiler – LLVM. LLVM does
not emit machine assembly for each compilation unit (i.e., source file), but
generates a bitcode IR. The IR files of all the computation units can be linked to an
archived IR, on which inter-procedural optimizations can be performed. Originally,
the LLVM host backend produces machine assembly from the archived IR. Instead,
in TotalProf, some IR-to-IR transformations are performed before the host backend
takes place. These transformations involve a virtual backend, performance
estimator and instrumenter, which can be re-targeted using architecture
descriptions. Profiling is performed at runtime, and the results can be visualized to
guide application development and architecture design space exploration. It is
stated in [1] that only a 5 to 15% error is introduced at a more than one GigaInstruction-Per-Second
(GIPS) execution speed, which is 1 to 3 orders of
magnitude higher than the speed of most ISSs.
2.3.4 Cosy Compiler System

Cosy Compiler System10 provides an environment that targets the compiler
generation for any class of processor architecture. Cosy environment consists of
10

http://www.ace.nl/compiler/cosy.html
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different self-contained engines. These engines perform their specific functions on
the IR in corporation with all the other engines configured into a compiler. Figure
22 illustrates the usage of the engines on the intermediate representation code.
For the aim of application analysis, cosy technology provides the
following features:
•

Advanced loop analysis

•

Alias analysis

•

Available expressions analysis

•

Data flow analysis

•

Value range analysis

•

Path(dynamic) and static profiling

Figure 22: Self-contained engines usage on IR
2.3.5 SpecC profiler

SpecC [8] profiler generates the specification characteristics from the system
specification model. Specification characteristics are classified into the following
three categories: operation, traffic, and storage. In each category some static and
dynamic metrics are computed. Static characteristics are derived directly from
the code of the specification model whereas dynamic characteristics depend
on data collected during simulation. For example, operation characteristics
correspond to a certain operation of a certain data type. Item types for operation
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characteristics are defined as the 84 different operations available in SpecC. They
are further classified into ALU operations (‘+’, ‘&&’, ‘<<’, ‘>=’, etc.), memory
access operations (‘=’, ‘->, etc.), control operations (‘if’, ‘for’, ‘f()’, etc.), and
others (braces and other syntactical overhead).
However, SpecC profiler only accepts specification models that are written in the
SpecC system-level design language. SpecC profiler also covers component
communication costs and its granularity w.r.t. counting primitive, assembly-like
operations is relatively coarse comparing to the microProfiler.
2.3.6 Software Instrumentation Tool (SIT)

Software Instrumentation Tool (SIT) [9] toolkit performs fine grained C-level
profiling by exploiting C++ operator overloading capabilities. Figure 23
demonstrates the schematic diagram of the instrumentation process. First original
C source files are instrumented by instrumenting gcc (igcc) which translates each
C source file into its corresponding instrumented C++ version. The instrumented
files are then compiled by means of standard g++ and finally linked with system
and SIT's libraries to produce the instrumented executable, which can be
executed so as to process the corresponding input data. During execution, the
instrumented version of the program registers every executed operation (explicit
and implicit) and increments the corresponding counter, possibly using user
defined contexts. Those counters can be merged in any form in order to represent
the information in a more compact or detailed form depending on the user
desires. By default, this grouping is based on the function call tree of the program.
Facilities are provided to make the counting process time or data dependent.

Figure 23: Schematic diagram of the instrumentation process
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To compare with the microProfiler, SIT counts different C operators with similar
instruction-level semantics separately. For example, this concerns pointer
indirection (”*ptr”), as well as array (”[]”) and structure access (”->”), even
though all of these eventually map to ”LOAD” instructions. However, logical
operations (”&&, ||”) are not lowered to the instruction level, causing potentially
misleading profiling results.

2.4 Assembly-Level / Instruction Set Simulator (ISS)-Based Profiling
Profiling is applied on the assembly code of the application or is performed during
the instruction set simulation (ISS). Assembly level profiling provides the most
accurate results; but on the other hand it is slow and requires the assembly
description of an architecture which is not usually defined at early stages of the
ASIP design. ISS-based profiling requires that at least a model (or virtual
prototype) of an architecture is available, including instruction-set simulator at
hand, in order to perform an architecture exploration.
The following sections briefly discuss some of the well-known assembly level
profiling tools. Since these kind profilers are tied to specific architectures, it is
hard to use them for design space exploration for other architectures and
specifically for ASAM ASIPs. Therefore, SiliconHive tools (ISS, shrink) are proposed
to be used for the assembly and instruction level profiling purposes.
2.4.1 Intel VTune Analyzer

Intel Vtune Analyzer11 intends to get possible performance out of Intel
architecture. The Vtune Performance Analyzer collects, analyzes and displays
software performance data from the program-level down to a specific function,
module or instruction in a developer's source code. It produces a variety of trace
types like profile, memory reference, and full execution traces.
2.4.2 FLAT

Frequent Loop Analysis Toolkit (FLAT) is a profiling tool written in python and it
provides the execution time of a given application at the granularity of both loops
and functions. Loop profiles can be obtained in two different ways. The first
method is to instrument the compiler to output the frequency of a loop and the
other method is to use an instruction set simulator to find the execution count of
loops.
2.4.3 ATOM

Analysis Tool with OM (ATOM)12 is a single framework for building a wide range of
customized program analysis tools. It uses the target application program, an
11

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-vtune-amplifier-xe/
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instrumentation file and an analysis file to create a new executable, that when
running collects analysis data for a wide variety of purposes. It has been used to
build a diverse set of tools for basic block counting, profiling, dynamic memory
recording, instruction and data cache simulation, pipeline simulation, evaluating
branch prediction, and instruction scheduling. The hiprof, pixie and Third Degree
program analysis tools are created by using ATOM framework. The hiprof tool is a
call graph profiler. It visually shows the amount of CPU time utilized by each
primary procedure and the subsequent procedures they call. Using hiprof, one can
identify portions of code that take the longest to run and could be streamlined to
make your program more efficient. The Third Degree program analysis tool
profiles heap-memory for programs written in C and C++. It helps you identify
three memory bugs: memory leaks, reading un-initialized memory and accessing
an invalid memory address. The pixie profiler tool counts the number of times
each instruction in a program is executed. Since ATOM is tied to a specific
architecture type and mainly aims to optimize the source code, it does not seem
to be a convenient tool to be used for ASIP design space exploration.
2.4.4 HALT

The Harvard Atom Like Tool (HALT) provides a flexible way to add routines to a
program produced by the SUIF compiler. Users indicate interesting parts of the
program by labeling them with SUIF annotations. HALT looks for these
annotations, and inserts function calls to analysis routines that match the type of
the annotation. Using different analysis routines, Halt provides a number of
hardware simulators, performs branch stream analysis, and records statistics for
profile-driven optimizations. HALT is helpful for obtaining information regarding
branch prediction, code layout, instruction scheduling, and register allocation. It
has been ported to MIPS and ALPHA processors.
2.4.5 SpixTools

SpixTools13 is a collection of tools that allow instruction-level profiling of
applications programs. Spix creates an instrumented version of the user’s
application program. As it runs, this instrumented program keeps track of how
often each basic block is executed, and writes out the basic block execution
counts on termination. Several tools are provided for displaying and summarizing
these counts: Spixstats prints tables showing opcode usage, branch behavior,
register usage, etc. A tool disassembles the application program, annotating the
disassembled code with instruction execution counts.
12

http://h30097.www3.hp.com/developerstoolkit/tools.html#atom

13

http://labs.oracle.com/technical-reports/1993/abstract-6.html
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Another tool prints the source code for the application, annotating it with
statement or instruction execution counts. These tools do not allow profiling of
system-level code, including instructions executed during system calls made by
the application program. SpixTools are also tied to a specific architecture (SPARC).
2.4.6 Tensilica Xtensa Xplorer

The Xtensa Xplorer14 enables designers to graphically view profiling results
generated by Tensilica’s pipeline-accurate ISS or by the fast functional simulator,
TurboXim. The execution profiler allows a system designer to analyze code
efficiency and to identify where new custom instructions can enhance the
performance maximally. The Xplorer IDE enables to graphically view profiling
results generated by Tensilica’s pipeline-accurate ISS. Additionally, for much faster
and more accurate profiling, the profiling data is generated from hardware
instantiated in an FPGA or ASIC. It is possible to track performance data such as
the instruction execution count, subroutine calls, subroutine total cycles, cache
performance, etc. While viewing functions in the profiling view, designers can also
simultaneously view the assembly code in the disassembly view and the source
code in the editor, both of which are annotated with the cycle count of the
number of times each line of code is executed. The call graph view enables
designers to view the entire application hierarchy caller and callee functions with
a cycle count of the function and its callee functions. There is also a pipeline view
that displays a graphical representation of the instructions in a function as they
progress through the processor pipeline. This representation is based on a
dynamic trace information gathered when the application is executed on the
cycle-accurate ISS. Thus, the pipeline viewer helps the designers understand the
instruction stalls and latency issues.
2.4.7 Stretch Profiler

Stretch15 provides the tools needed to profile an application compiled for Stretch's
S5000 and S6000 families of software configurable processor. Stretch’s profiler
tool identifies the ”hot spots” in an application C/C++ code. Two types of profiling
are supported, call graph and instruction-level.
2.4.8 ARM Profiler

ARM Profiler16 is an application profiler integrated in the development
environment. It is based on the ISS of ARM architecture, and it enables to monitor

14

http://www.tensilica.com/

15

http://www.stretchinc.com/
http://www.arm.com/

16
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the application at different level (source, assembly) in order to find bottlenecks. It
also provides information on code coverage by instruction and function. All
analysis result is interpreted by graphical user interface including tables, trees,
pie and bar charts.
2.4.9 Target (Checkers)

Checkers17 is a retargetable instruction-set simulator (ISS) for application-specific
processors(ASIPs). It offers cycle-accurate simulation, monitoring the full
instruction pipeline and fast compiled-code instruction-accurate simulation. ISSbased simulation enables profiling of instructions, storages, functional units, and
pipeline hazards.
2.4.10

SiliconHive Tools

Above mentioned profiling tools are based on the ISSs which are heavily coupled
with a particular ISA. Therefore, it is hard to use them for design space exploration
related to other architectures. In the scope of the ASAM project, SiliconHive’s ISS
is going to be used as the main tool for the aforementioned low-level profiling.
This chapter focuses on SiliconHive's tool support to be used for profiling
purposes.
2.4.10.1 HiveCC Feedbacks

HiveCC provides detailed feedback on the scheduling process of the VLIW
processor, and on the utilization of all resources within the processor. This
feedback is represented in the form of interactive HTML files, which can be
accessed through standard web browsers. The files can be generated on the
user’s local account/machine, not remotely. The browser is only used as a
visualization tool.
The HTML files are interactive in the sense that all resources are click-able. When
clicked on, the ANSI-C code related to the resource and the dependencies on
availability of other resources will be highlighted. The HTML file gives the following
information: Issued operations, resource utilization, source code (a listing of the
source file) and schedule. These information provide the accelerator kernel
developers with powerful and immediate feedback on bottlenecks in code. Figure
24 shows an example of partial schedule of a communication kernel.

17

http://www.retarget.com/
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Figure 24: Communications kernel
Rows indicate instructions and the columns show which operations are executed
per issue slot (6 issue slots are shown). The instructions are aligned with the
source code, partially visible on the right-hand side. Issue slots utilization
important resources within the processor. The HTML files contain the following
view, specifically to provide information on this aspect:

Figure 25: Issue slot utilization feedback
Note that figure 25 also provides insight in tightness of inner kernel loops. The
darker shade of instruction #9 illustrates a loop nest, in this case a singleinstruction loop. Register pressure is another important metric to identify
bottlenecks in the kernel code. Figure 26 shows an example of a specific
information on register utilization.
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Figure 26: Register file utilization feedback
In addition to the aforementioned information, HiveCC Compiler also provides bus
utilization and read-write port utilization feedbacks. Aggregation of the feedback
results from HiveCC Compiler can be used to evaluate the efficiency of scheduling
and mapping of the application on a specific SiliconHive VLIW processors.
2.4.10.2 Shrink tool

The tool is used to determine to what extent features of processors are used by a
certain set of applications. The features refer to the operations, interconnect,
register file entries etc. For this purpose, the tool can run in three modes:
1. histogram: create a histogram counting how often each feature is used
2. unused: create a listing of all those features that are not used
3. view: create a compact view listing all features that are used
If the instruction width, needed to encode the compact view, is <=0.5x the width
of the wide view, then the resulting view can be added to the definition of the
processor and the code size for the processor can be reduced.
Obviously, the output of 'unused' mode can be used to determine what can be
stripped from the TIM code, in order to reduce the size of the processor. However,
you need to take two things into account:
1. If features are available, the compiler will use them, even though it could
perhaps have used another feature that was equally available. If the
compiler is not restricted, it might use more features than it would strictly
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need to achieve a similarly efficient schedule. Or, conversely, if certain
features were not available, the compiler could still achieve an efficient
schedule.
2. Sometimes, one can save a lot of area by removing infrequently used
features.
To identify the latter situation, the histogram mode is used. It tells you which
features are used infrequently. Please note that this is a static measurement,
based on number of occurrences in the object code, not on number of (simulated)
calls to this feature, while running the code.

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion
This subsection concludes the main section on profiling by providing comparison
of the application analysis tools. Profiling tools are explained by categorizing them
in the following three classes: Source-level, IR-level and assembly level. Table 2
compare these levels of profiling w.r.t accuracy and speed (time required for
profiling). Analysis/Profiling quality stands for the accuracy of profiling and code
coverage of the profiled application. Accuracy refers to difference between the
profiling results and benchmarking score of the produced assembly instruction
set. Code coverage shows the percentage of program lines that have been
reached at least once while the program is executing.
Profiling Level

Accuracy

Speed

-

+

IR/Fine-grained SL Profiling

+

+

Assembly Level / ISS-based
profiling

+

-

Source-Level(SL) Profiling

Table 2: Accuracy and speed trade-offs of profiling tools
It should be clear that profiling at all the three levels is required for the ASAM
project. Each level of profiling provides partially different information. Some tools
only provide one specific profiling data, while others provide more than one kind
of profiling data.
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Source level profilers are the ones used in the initial phase in order to characterize
the overall execution behavior of the application. The source code can be
analyzed using static or dynamic analysis. Application is usually profiled using one
of the available profiling tools by executing it on a host computer. Table 3 provides
comparison of the source level profiling tools w.r.t application bottleneck
detection, code coverage, CDFG, and dependence analysis. Gprof and Gcov can
only be used in conjunction with GNU GCC compiler. Gprof provides call graph and
relative execution time at the granularity of functions (procedures). This is
stressed as 'function' in the application bottleneck analysis column of the table 3.
On the other hand, Callgrind and HPCToolkit not depend on GCC, as they use
executable (compiled with debug option enabled) of an application.
Source-Level(SL) Profilers
Tools

GNU Gprof

Application
Bottleneck
Analysis

+

Code
Coverage
Analysis

CDFG
Analysis
(Extraction)

Dependency
Analysis

Additional
Features

-

-

-

Open Source,
Free

functions
GNU Gcov /
Lcov

-

+

-

-

Open Source,
Free

Callgrind /
Kcachegrind

+

+

-

-

Open Source,
Free

-

-

-

Academic,
Open Source,
Free

+

-

+

Commercial

HPCToolkit

functions

+
functions,
loops, lines

VfAnalyst

+
functions,
loops, lines

Table 3: Source level profiling tools

Moreover, HPCToolkit offers integrated tool flow which allows to see call graph and
flat profile, it also provides an integrated viewer to cross link the profile result to
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source code and browse the corresponding source code to see the computation
kernels (e.g. lines, loops and functions). Furthermore, HPCToolkit has an updated
documentation (2011). VfAnalyst, is in addition to the features of other tools,
provides dependency analysis (loop-carried and loop independent dependency
relation which are important for code transformations ) within loops and functions,
in a user friendly GUI.
IR-level or precision enhanced source code profiling intends to have more
accurate profiling data while achieving reasonable profiling speed. Among the IRlevel tools presented in previous subsection, LANCE, microProfiler and TotalProf
are the most promising tools to be used due to the their advantages. These tools
are up-to-date and are used in many practical projects. Table 4 only summarizes
features of the LANCE and microProfiler tools. TotalProf makes a one step forward,
and adopts a virtual backend to estimate performance. It is stated in [1] that only
a 5 to 15% error rate is introduced comparing to the ISS-based profilers, while a
more than one Giga-Instruction-Per-Second (GIPS) execution speed is achieved,
which is 1 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than the speed of most ISSs.
Infrastructure of TotalProf is based on LLVM compiler framework.
LANCE C Compiler translates the C source code to the 3-AC IR representation in
which complex expressions are decomposed into simple statements; thus 3-AC
enables fine-grained profiling. Also LANCE provides an API for code
instrumentation on 3-AC, as well as, tools for CFG, DFG and call graph (CG)
creation. Dependency analysis column related to LANCE refers to dependency in
relation with CDFG. This kind of dependency relation is not enough to guarantee
code transformations.
MicroProfiler automatically inserts probes into the generated 3-AC in order to
collect profiling data such as relative execution time of functions, arithmetic
operator usage statistics by grouping them w.r.t. functions and data types,
dynamic value range analysis (to decide operand bit widths and immediate bit
widths), jumps execution statistics, data types distribution (e.g char, short, int)
w.r.t. arithmetic operators. Furthermore, microProfiler provides memory access
statistics number of read and writes, usage of heap, local stack and heap memory
.
The profiling data obtained can drive the decisions regarding the ASIP data path
by checking operator histogramming, bit-wide for ALUs and register files for a
data type by checking the dynamic value range information, instruction word
length optimization by checking the bit-widths of registers and immediates.
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IR-level/Fine-grained SL Profilers
Tools

LANCE C
Compiler
microProfiler

Application Code
CDFG
Bottleneck Coverage Analysis
Analysis
Analysis

Dependency Additional Features
Analysis

-

-

+

+

Provides Inst. API,
academic, accessible

+

-

-

-

Academic, accessible,
auto. inst., arithmetic
operations and data
types histogramming,
memory profile

functions

Table 4: Summary of two IR-level profiling tools
Assembly level profilers which are presented in the previous sections are tied to
specific architecture and most of them are commercial, due to this facts that we
do not plan to use them for ASAM and no related comparison table is given here
for assembly level profilers. However, SH design tools allow for an automatic
creation of ISS from architecture description language. This allows us to use the
SH compiler feedback for low level profiling (e.g. register file utilization, issue slot
utilization). Furthermore, shrink tool from SH is a candidate to be used after ASIP
construction and application mapping in order to check the unused functional
units and also histogramming of Fus.
Based on the comparison of the tools, it is predicted to use HPCToolkit and/or
VfAnalyst for the source-level profiling due to the their capability to detect the
bottlenecks at the loop granularity; while Gprof and Callgrind can only detect the
bottlenecks at the function (procedure) granularity. Moreover, VfAnalyst provides
code coverage analysis which is not available in HPCToolkit. LANCE Compiler and
microProfiler (which is based on the LANCE Compiler) are the tools predicted to be
used for the IR-level profiling. And finally, SH Compiler feedback and Shrink tool
are considered to be used for low-level profiling. A more detailed information
about the tools that are considered to used in our methodology is provided in the
section 4 in relation with the proposed initial methodology for application analysis
and parallelization.
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3 Application Restructuring (Parallelization)
3.1 Introduction
ASAM design flow aims at a (semi-)automatic synthesis of a highly optimized
application specific multi-processor computation platform based on configurable
ASIP processors, and an efficient mapping of an application onto the platform. The
so constructed MPSoC architecture has to satisfy application-specific performance,
power and area (PPA) requirements. Application restructuring is one of the most
effective ways of adequate application parallelism exploitation to boost the
performance and lower energy consumption. The most promising parallelized
versions of the application code steer the adaptation of the processor
architecture, and result in efficient mappings of the parallelized application on the
adapted architecture platforms.
Several kinds of parallelism can be exploited together inside a programmable
processor to achieve the required high performance and low power at a low cost.
These are task/subprogram-level parallelism (TLP),
data parallelism (DP),
instruction-level parallelism (ILP)/VLIW-style parallelism, and custom operationlevel parallelism (OLP). Although OLP exploitation is an important part of the ASIP
Customization process, this report focuses on all kinds of parallelism except OLP
which is addressed in deliverable 3.2 (Application-specific instruction identification
and selection for ASIP processors) [11]. Also the reader should note that even
though TLP is mainly exploited at the macro-level, it can also be exploited at the
micro-level of a highly parallel ASIP involving several clusters of issue slots.
Therefore, this report also addresses the tools targeting TLP. In this way, it
accounts for macro-level DSE, while mainly focusing on the micro-level DSE.
The organization of this section as follows: Subsection 3.2 provides a brief description

of the above mentioned different styles of parallelism, followed by Subsection 3.3
which introduces basic definitions and concepts related to application
restructuring. Subsection 3.4 addresses the code transformations for parallelism
exploitation involving various loop transformations. The successive Subsection 3.5
overviews state-of-the-art parallelization methodologies, tools and libraries. And
the last Subsection 3.6 concludes the whole section.
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3.2 Different Kinds of Parallelizm
3.2.1 Task/Subprogram-, Thread-Level Parallelizm (TLP)

A natural approach to architect, design and implement a complex information
processing application is to think of it as a system of communicating and
collaborating parallel tasks. This natural partitioning view lends itself very well to
partitioning an application over multiple processor cores processing several
application parts in parallel to boost performance and/or lower energy
consumption. To effectively and efficiently exploit the task-level parallelism for
complex applications involving many different algorithms with various kinds of
information processing, a heterogeneous multiprocessor approach should be used,
with different types of processors, each tuned to a specific sub-set of tasks
involving similar ways of information processing. Figure 7 shows various task-level
partitioning of an application.

Figure 27: Demonstrates the various partitioning of an application
In an MPSoC based on several highly parallel ASIPs, each involving several various
clusters of issue slots, the task-level parallelism can be exploited at the MPSoC
level through distributing some sub-sets of tasks to different processors, as well
as, at the ASIP level through performing different tasks on different issue slot
clusters.
3.2.2 Data-, Vector-, SIMD-Level Parallelism (DP)

Many algorithms operate on large amounts of regularly structured (e.g. large
arrays) data, often repeating the same operation on different data elements. Such
algorithms can often be rewritten to operate on vectors of data instead of on
single elements. This enables the use of the so-called SIMD (Single Instruction
Multiple Data) or vector operations that process operands organized as vectors of
multiple data elements instead of on operands being single data elements. For
instance, instead of performing a single scalar addition on data values a i and bi to
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produce sum ci=ai+bi, one can perform a vector addition on data vectors A (= a 0,
a1, ..., aN) and B (= b0, b1, ..., bN) to produce sum vector C = (c0=a0+b0,
c1=a1+b1, ..., cN=aN+bN). Using a single operation to process vectors of data in
parallel not only dramatically increases the data path performance, but also
increases the efficiency of the control resources. For instance, the instruction
fetch and decode operations are performed much more efficiently, as only a single
instruction to process the vectors of data operands needs to be fetched and
decoded instead of N instructions. The code size is also decreased, because only
one operation to process the vectors of data needs to be encoded in the program.
Moreover, the number of register and memory accesses can be reduced by
providing the vector-wide data access to these resources.

Figure 28: Vector operation(SIMD) is an example of realizing data parallelism
3.2.3 Instruction-Level Parallelizm (ILP)

Issuing and executing multiple operations per instruction enables exploitation of
the instruction-level parallelism a.k.a MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data). To
realize this at a low hardware cost a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW)
architecture can be used. A VLIW architecture involves a number of parallel issue
slots implementing possibly different sub-sets of operations, what enables to issue
multiple operations in parallel in one clock cycle. With the right compiler
techniques for adequately scheduling and mapping the operations into the
multiple parallel issue slots a vast amount of ILP can be exploited which is
intrinsically present in many algorithms.
3.2.4 Multi-RISC, Custom Operation-Level Parallelism (OLP)

Application-specific custom operations increase computational efficiency. A
Custom operation essentially combines multiple simple (RISC-equivalent)
operations (e.g. add, subtract, multiply, load, store, jump) into a single operation.
One of the most common examples of a custom operation often used in signal
processing algorithms is the multiply-accumulate (MAC) operation combining a
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multiplication and an addition. An example of a much more complex custom
operation is performing an entire radix-2 complex FFT butterfly computation as a
single operation. The latter custom operation comes at a considerable cost in
hardware, however saves a large number of compute cycles. On the other hand,
many custom operations are very cheap in hardware. Examples of low-cost
custom operations are bit-level operations, such as the 8-bit Galois-field
multiplication, which is among others used in communications applications and
cryptography. This multiplication can be implemented as a custom operation in
hardware using only 3 exclusive-OR gates. Both the MIMD VLIW instructions and
the application specific complex instructions are composed of several simple
operations and are issued in one clock cycle. Therefore, the MIMD VLIW
instructions can be seen as specific custom multi-RISC operations.

Figure 29: MAC custom operation is an example of a multi-RISC operation
3.2.5 Parallelism in storage and I/O
To avoid bottlenecks, parallelism in compute resources has to be matched with
parallelism in storage and I/O resources. This enables the compute resources to
keep on consuming input data and producing output data. Therefore, the
instruction-level, operation-level and vector parallelism must be matched with a
sufficient internal register, internal memory and I/O bandwidth.
A typical HiveLogic processor contains several register files involving tens of
registers to provide sufficient internal bandwidth. The HiveCC compiler deals with
scheduling and register allocation for the partitioned register file space.
A typical HiveLogic processor core includes multiple parallel load/store units to
access data memories, streaming channels or memory-mapped I/O interfaces in
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parallel from within a software program. This provides large storage and I/O
bandwidth to each processor core.
To match data-level parallelism in computation, data-widths of registers, data
memories and even local I/O inside a HiveLogic processor may be as wide as the
data vector being operated on by the compute resources. Coupled with the fact
that multiple storage and I/O resources exist in parallel, this ensures that wide
SIMD operations can be performed efficiently in parallel.
Memory and I/O architecture optimizations should be driven by the characteristics
of the target application. For instance, the line-based algorithms often used in the
image signal processing benefit from a combination of efficient pixel streaming I/O
and wide data vector access through memory-mapped I/O. The block-based
algorithms used in video signal processing benefit from a memory architecture
that can efficiently “cache” regions of interest, and deal with 2D block access and
unaligned data vector access. Communications algorithms benefit from multiple
neighbor-to-neighbor streaming channels, packed complex data access, and fast
look-ups.

3.3 Basic Definitions and Concepts
3.3.1 Dependency Analysis Concepts

This subsection provides basic definitions of the some terms related to the
dependency analysis. These terms are used in various places in the rest of the
report :
Flow/true dependences occur between two operations op1 and op2 when op1
writes a value which is read by op2.
Anti dependence occur between two operations op1 and op2 when op1 reads a

location which op2 subsequently overwrites.
Output dependence occur between two operations op1 and op2 when op1 writes

a value which op2 subsequently overwrites.
Loop-independent dependence indicates a dependence which exists within a
single iteration of the loop.
Loop-carried / cross-iteration / loop-dependent dependence indicates a
dependence which exists across iterations of the loop.
For loop-carried dependences, the dependency distance specifies the number of
loop iterations separating the dependent operations. Distance vector associates
a distance with each loop in the nested loops.
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Direction vector is basically the sign of the distance. There are different
notations showing the dependence direction. For example, the vector (<,=,>) or
(+1,0,-1) represents dependence direction from earlier to later iteration, within
the same iteration, from later to earlier iteration, respectively.
3.3.2 Polyhedral Model

Since some of the parallelization tools use the polyhedral model in their
infrastructure, it is needed to provide basic preliminary information on polyhedral
model before presenting the parallelization tools. The polyhedral model is a model
to represent and manipulate loop nest structures and their program statements.
In this model, the iteration space of a program statement is represented by a
single geometrical object-a polyhedron. The polyhedral model enables efficient
loop restructuring in many applications; however it imposes restrictions on the
input program and can only be derived from loop nests which are called static
control parts(SCoPs). ScoPs have the following properties:
•

loops have a constant step size, and constant or affine loop bounds (linear
combination of loop iterators)

•

if-statements must have affine conditions

•

index expressions of array references are affine constructs of the enclosing
loop iterators, program parameters, and constants

Polyhedral model representation captures its control array access semantics
through parameterized affine inequalities for each statement in the loop. These
affine inequalities are the following: Domain captures the bounds of the enclosing
loops, access functions describes the array references, and schedule assigns
logical dates to iterations. These mathematical representation enable to search
and apply loop transformations in an automatic way.

3.4 Code Transformations for Parallelizm
Modern processor architectures, as the ASIP architecture considered in ASAM,
provide different parallel computation structures (as VLIW, SIMD or MIMD)
supported by advanced compilers in order to efficiently exploit and map the
parallelism available in the applications to these parallel structures. On the other
hand, the behavior of embedded applications is usually specified in one of the
imperative languages (usually in C) in a sequential manner, as it is the case in
ASAM project. Due to this fact, it is necessary to restructure the application code
to make the potential parallelism explicit to drive the synthesis of the ASIP parallel
architectures and hardware structures, and to efficiently map onto the parallel
hardware.
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While exploiting the parallelism in the application, the system-memory
performance also has to be considered in relation to data-movement and data-use
in order to hide the processor-memory communication bottlenecks by efficient use
of local processor memories (e.g. caching or buffering).
In the following subsection, the frequently used loop transformations are
explained in brief and illustrated with an example code. By doing that, it is aimed
to clarify the transformations and their benefits for exploiting parallelization and
data locality.
3.4.1 Loop Transformations

Loop transformations can be used for different purposes. For example, there are
transformations which aim to expose the concurrency in the application, e.g by
unrolling, to increase the data availability, e.g by tiling, or to change the the order
in which iteration space is traversed, e.g. loop interchange. Classification of loop
transformations is provided at the end of this subsection. In general, the
transformation aim:
1. to reduce the dependencies
2. to partition the code according to a type of processing
3. to improve regularity
This subsection continues with explanation of various loop transformations and
their roles. The reference [10] is the main reference for the loop transformations.
A simple code example is given to illustrate our explanation of each
transformation. We also give some comments about the loop transformations
related to the SH processor capabilities.
Loop Normalization makes the dependence testing process as simple as
possible and simplifies the application of many other loop transformations. Many
compilers normalize the loops to run from a lower bound of 1 or 0 to some upper
bound with a stride of 1. In the example code below, the index variable is set to
the initial zero value, and accordingly, the rest of loop is adjusted. This kind of
preliminary transformations are explicitly listed at the end of the this subsection.
Almost all compiler front-ends support this kind of preliminary transformations.
DO I=2, N
sum += A[I-2]
ENDO

DO I=0, N-2
sum += A[I]
ENDO
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Loop Unrolling is a process of replication of the loop body, usually the innermost
loop of a nest. Moreover, the index expression corresponding to each of the
unrolled iterations is propagated to the statements in each instance of the loop
body, as shown in the code example.
DO I = 1, N
A(I) = B(I) + C(I)
ENDDO

Unrolling factor(k)=4
DO I = 1, N, k
A(I) = B(I) + C(I)
A(I+1) = B(I+1) + C(I+1)
A(I+2) = B(I+2) + C(I+2)
A(I+3) = B(I+3) + C(I+3)
ENDDO
Vectorization:
DO I = 1, N, k
A(I:I+k) = B(I:I+k) + C(I:I+k)
ENDDO

Loop unrolling favors ILP by enabling the compiler to map each unrolled statement
to a different issue slot or functional unit, and execute them simultaneously.
Dependencies between the statements and hardware resources limit the degree
of parallelism. And also, (assuming no limiting factor due to the dependencies and
hardware support) SIMD-vector operation can be replaced with unrolled
statements. In addition, unrolling decreases the iteration control overhead.
However, there are also some drawbacks of loop unrolling:
•

If unroll factor is not divisor of trip count (iteration count), remainder loop is
required to be added.

•

If trip count is not known at compile time, the trip count is required to be
checked at runtime.

•

The code size increases which may result in a higher instruction cache miss
rate. Thus, it is a compromise decision to select the loop unrolling factor
that results in the highest performance improvement, yet does not expand
the code too much.

•

A global determination of the the optimal unroll factor is difficult. (However,
ASIP customization process deals with portions of the whole application
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code that is assigned to a single ASIP; hence determination of unroll factor
seems to be somewhat easier).
The Silicon Hive compiler supports automatic loop unrolling, which can be enabled
by pragma unroll. Loop unrolling is implemented only for loops with a known
number of iterations. There are several ways to specify the loop unrolling:
1.“#pragma hivecc unroll=5” means that the loop will be unrolled for 5 times.
2.“#pragma hivecc unroll=off” means no loop_unrolling.
3.“#pragma hivecc unroll=full” means full loop_unrolling.
4.“#pragma hivecc unroll” is the same as “#pragma hivecc unroll=full”. A fully
loop unrolling will be taken.
Loop Folding / Loop (Software) Pipelining / Kernel Scheduling is a
scheduling technique which schedules entire loop at a time to take full advantage
of the parallelism across iterations. Basically, loop pipelining allows a new
iteration of a loop to be started before the current iteration has finished. Amount
of overlap is determined by the initiation interval (II). The schedule is such that it
can be initiated every II instructions.
L1: a = *p++
b = a + 1;
*q++ = b;
if(--n != 0) goto L1
Without loop pipelining
scheduling might result in:
L1: a = *p++
b = a + 1;
*q++ = b; if(--n != 0) goto L1
(4 operations are scheduled in
3 cycles, 4/3 ops/cycle)

Loop pipelining with II=1
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;
*p++;

b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;
b = a + 1;

*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b; if(--n
*q++ = b;
*q++ = b;

!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The compiler generates the following code:
n=n-2
a = *p++;
a = *p++; b = a + 1;
L1: a = *p++; b = a + 1; *q++ = b; if(--n != 0) goto L1
b = a + 1; *q++ = b;
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*q++ = b;
During the kernel of the loop 4 operations are executed
per cycle, 4/1=4 ops/cycle)

The Silicon Hive compiler supports automatic software pipelining, which can be
enabled by pragma pipelining. Loops eligible to software pipelining should consist
of one basic block. In practice this means that it is not allowed to place if-thenelses, other loops, or function calls in their loop body. Neither are break and
continue statements allowed. The ASAM compilers contain pragmas which
automatically transform such control code into constructs that can be pipelined,
e.g. break-conversion, if-conversion, and uroll. Also, where applicable,
functions are inlined in order to remove function calls from loops that need to be
pipelined.
Function inlining The first objective of introducing functions in source code is to
structure the code as a means of increasing maintainability and re-use. However,
by invoking functions performance is reduced (relative to just flattening the code
and repeating the function bodies at the locations where they are called).
Performance is not only reduced by the overhead of the function invocation code
itself (i.e. retention of return address, jump operation), but also by having to save
the caller function’s state and, upon return, restoring that state. In addition, the
ASAM compilers can not apply many of the block-level and super block level
optimizations across function calls, such as software pipelining and hoisting.
Thus, whenever function bodies are small or their invocation locations are very
scarce (i.e. few invocation instances in the application source code), it makes
sense to actually copy the function body at the invocation location. This is what is
being accomplished through function inlining. The ASAM compilers support this
optimization, as follows, as is illustrated in below table.
inline int f( int a, int b ) { return a+b; }
int invoke(int x, int y) {
return f(x,y) + f(x+1,y+1);
}

Int invoke( int x, int y ) {
return (x+y) + ((x+1)+(y+1));
}
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Loop Fusion / Combining / Jamming / Merging is a process of merging two or
more loops into one nest loop as shown in the following code example. It enables
to exploit the parallel execution (e.g. ILP) of the statements as long as no data
dependencies exist between the merged statement, and loop bounds are
identical. Moreover, loop merging can improve spatial and temporal data locality.
DO I=1, N
A(I) = B(I) + K
ENDDO
DO I=1, N
D(I) = C(I) + K
ENDDO

DO I=1, N
A(I) = B(I) + K
D(I) = C(I) + K
ENDDO

Unroll-and-Jam is a process of unrolling outerloop and fusing the new copies of
the inner loops as shown in the example code. It increases the size of the loop
body and hence improves the available parallelisms (e.g ILP). It can also improve
the data locality. Moreover, the inner-most loop can be a candidate for
vectorization. In the code example, the k value is chosen to be compatible with
the vector length (VL).
DO I=0, N
DO J=0, M
A[I][J] = B[J][I]
ENDDO
ENDO

DO I=0, N, 2
DO J=0, M
A[I][J] = B[J][I]
A[I+1][J] = B[J][I+1]
ENDDO
ENDO
Vectorization:
DO I=0, N, 2
DO J=0, M, k
A[I][J:j+k] = B[J:J+k][I]
A[I+1][J:j+k] = B[J:j+k][I+1]
ENDDO
ENDO

Loop Fission / Distribution is the dual of the loop fusion. Basically the loop
fission splits a single loop into two or more loops with the same loop bounds, but
distributing the statements of the original loop between the bodies of the newly
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created loops. Loop fission usually enhances the coarse-grained parallelism. Here,
the term coarse-grained parallelism refers to task-level/subprogram alike
parallelism. On the other hand, loop fission is also used to enhance fine-grained
parallelism by mean of vectorization which is explained further in detail in the
vectorization subsection.
DO I=1, N
A(I) = B(I) + K
D(I) = C(I) + K
ENDDO

DO I=1, N
A(I) = B(I) + K
ENDDO
DO I=1, N
D(I) = C(I) + K
ENDDO

Loop Blocking / Tiling / Partitioning transforms the iteration space of the loop
nest by structuring the execution of the loop into blocks / tiles of iterations of the
original loop. The outer loop determines which of the blocks of iterations the inner
loop executes.
DO i = 0 . . .M
DO j = 0 . . . N
DO k = 0 . . . K
C(i,j) += A(i,k) * B(k,j)

DO ii = 0 . . . M by B1
DO jj = 0 . . . N by B2
DO kk = 0 . . . K by B3
DO i = ii . . . ii + B1
DO j = jj . . . jj + B2
DO k = kk . . . kk + B3
C(i,j) += A(i,k) * B(k,j)

After loop tiling, compiler can distribute the computation of the outer loop across
the various issue slots or functional units in order to have the concurrent
invocation of the inner loops. This concurrency requires adequate memory
support by distribution of the data across the local memories of the computational
units. Tiling can enhance data parallelism both at the macro and micro levels. It
can support the applicability of ILP and vectorization.
Strip-mining is a particular case of loop tiling where the strip-mining is applied to
a single nested loop, creating an inner loop responsible for the computation on
each strip, and an outer loop to control or traverse the various strips. The strips
length (iteration count) is usually selected to be compatible with vector length
(VL) in order to facilitate vectorization.
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DO I=1, N
A(I) = A(I) + B(I)
ENDDO

DO I=1, N, s
DO J=I, MIN(I+s-1, N)
A(J) = A(J) + B(J)
ENDDO
ENDDO

Vectorization:
DO I=1, N, s
A(I:I+s-1) = A(I:I+s-1) + B(I:I+s-1)
ENDDO

The following three transformations involving loop-interchange, loop-reversal and
loop skewing mainly change the order of iteration space.
Loop Interchange / Permutation / Reordering is a type of transformation that
changes the order in which the iteration space is traversed. As it can be seen from
the code example, loop interchange switches the nesting order of loops by moving
the index variables. The advantages of the loop-interchange are twofold: First of
all, loop-interchange improves the memory accesses by changing the row-major
and column-major ordering of the memory accesses. For example, the innermost
loop should index the right-most array index expression in case of row-major
storage like in C. Secondly, loop interchange can expose additional parallelism.
DO I=1, N
DO J=1, M
A(I, J+1) = A(I, J) + B
ENDDO
ENDDO

DO J=1, M
DO I=1, N
A(I, J+1) = A(I, J) + B
ENDDO
ENDDO

Vectorizable:
DO J=1, M
A(I:N, J+1) = A(I:N, J) + B
ENDDO
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If an inner-loop does not carry any dependencies (in the example code, the flow
dependencies between the inner-loops are moved to the between outer-loop,
leaving the inner-loop dependence-free), this loop can be executed in parallel, for
instance by vectorization.
Loop Reversal is another transformation which changes the iteration order of
the loops. It executes iterations in a loop in reverse order. Loop reversal is usually
applied to enable other transformations.
DO I=0, N
sum += A[I]
ENDO

DO I=N, 0
sum += A[I]
ENDO

Also, loop reversal may be needed, in order to apply auto-decrement-test-andjump operations, which many ASIPs support.
Loop Skewing / Bumping is another transformation which changes the iteration
space. In this way, iteration space is reshaped in order to uncover existing
parallelism. As shown in the example, innermost loop is skewed by changing the
iteration space in order to make parallel patterns visible.
DO I=2, 5
DO J=2, 5
A(I, J) = A(I-1, J) + A(I, J-1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

DO I=2, 5
DO J=I + 2, I + 5
A(I, J-2) = A(I-1, J-2) + A(I, J-3)
ENDDO
ENDDO
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The following transformations are usually used to break the loop-carried and loop
independent dependencies.
Privatization is applied in order to ensure that a variable within the loop is used
only in the same iteration in which it is assigned. Such variables are replicated
across the iterations. In this way, the loop-carried dependencies are eliminated.
The following two transformations (scalar expansion, array and scalar renaming)
are variants of privatization.
DO I=1, N
T = A(I)
A(I) = B(I)
B(I) = T
ENDDO

DO I=1, N
PRIVATE T
T = A(I)
A(I) = B(I)
B(I) = T
ENDDO

Scalar Expansion breaks the inter-loop dependencies by expanding a scalar into
an array. As it can be seen from the code example, variable T causes some interloop dependencies between each iterations of the loop. In order to break this kind
of dependency, variable that causes the dependency can be expanded to an
array.
Scalar expansion enhances the fine-grained parallelism by breaking
dependencies and easing application of other transformations. Since a variable is
expanded to an array, scalar expansion requires extra memory and more complex
addressing.
DO I=1, N
T = A(I)
A(I) = B(I)
B(I) = T
ENDDO

DO I=1, N
T$(I) = A(I)
A(I) = B(I)
B(I) = T$(I)
ENDDO
T=T$(N)

Scalar & Array Renaming eliminates loop-independent anti and output
dependencies. The reason for that kind of dependencies is due to the reuse of
memory locations. Renaming basically introduces another variable to break the
reuse. In the following code example, T is replaced by T1 and T2, that results in
elimination of output and anti dependencies inside the loop. The same approach
is also applicable to the arrays. In this way, the elimination of the dependencies
allows to improve the fine-grained parallelism such as ILP and vectorization.
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Scalar renaming leads to an insignificant cost, because introduced variables are
usually allocated in register files; while array renaming can cause a significant
cost due to extra memory usage and additional array addressing operations.
DO I=1, N
T = A(I) + B(I)
C(I) = T + T
T = D(I) – B(I)
A(I+1) = T * T
ENDDO

DO I=1, N
T1 = A(I) + B(I)
C(I) = T1+ T1
T 2= D(I) – B(I)
A(I+1) = T2 * T2
ENDDO

Loop Unswitching moves a conditional statement from inside to outside loop by
duplicating the loop's body. In this way, conditional statement (branch instruction)
is removed from the loop body that can enhance parallel loop execution.
DO I=1, N
X(I) = X(I) + Y(I)
IF(W)
Y(I)=0
ENDDO

IF(W)
DO I=1, N
X(I) = X(I) + Y(I)
Y(I)=0
ENDDO
ELSE
DO I=1, N
X(I) = X(I) + Y(I)
ENDDO

Index-set Splitting A sequential loop with dependence is transformed into two
independent parallel loops. A careful selection of split point is required. For
instance, in the following example, there are dependencies (flow, anti) between
the statements when the index variable hits 50 and 51. So, it is preferred to split
the loops at that point which results in two independent loops.
DO I = 1, 100
A(101 - I) = A(I)
ENDDO

DO I = 1, 50
A(101 - I) = A(I)
ENDDO
DO I = 51, 100
A(101 - I) = A(I)
ENDDO
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Loop Peeling / Splitting removes the “special case” iterations from a loop (e.g.
removing the first/last iteration of loop into a separate code). For instance, in the
following example, the computation on each iteration uses the value of A(1)
computed in the first iteration. The loop-carried dependence can be converted
into a loop-independent dependence by peeling the first iteration into the loop
prologue. Moreover, loop-peeling is also used in order to facilitate vectorization. A
detailed information is given in vectorization subsection.
DO I=1, N
A(I)= A(I) + A(1)
ENDDO

A(1)= A(1) + A(1)
DO I=2, N
A(I)= A(I) + A(1)
ENDDO

Table 5 summarizes some frequently used loop transformations w.r.t their effect
on enhancing the fine-, coarse-grained parallelism, and resource pressure on the
register files, FUs and local memory.
Parallelism

Loop Transformations

fine-grained

Resource pressure at microlevel

coarsegrained

Loop Unrolling

N

Software Pipelining

N

Register FUs
Files

Local
Memory

Loop Distribution
Loop Fusion
Loop Tiling
N: Neutral

Table 5: Loop transformations w.r.t their effect on enhancing fine-, coarse-grained
parallelism, and resource pressure.
3.4.2 Vectorization

Some partial information about vectorization is already given in the code
transformation subsection. Usage of loop unrolling, unroll-and-jam, loop
interchange, strip-mining for vectorization is explained there with an example
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code. In this subsection additional information is provided with a special focus on
the dependence and alignment issues.
The first example below demonstrates a loop with a single statement. A singlestatement loop that carries no dependence can be directly vectorized. This is
shown in the right column of the table.
DO I=1, N
X(I) = X(I) + C
ENDDO

X(1:N) = X(1:N) + C

If a loop carries any loop-carried and/or loop-independent dependency, then
appropriate transformations are needed to make it vectorizable. For example, the
following code is not vectorizable due to the loop-carried dependency. On each
iteration, the sequential version uses a value of X that is computed on the
previous iteration.
DO I=1, N
X(I+1) = X(I) + C
ENDDO

X(2:N+1) = X(1:N) + C
(Not vectorizable !)

Loop distribution & statement reordering: In the following example, the loop
carries a loop-carried dependency through S1 to S2, because it stores into A on
one iteration and loads from A on the next one. However, the loop distribution
operation enables the loop to be vectorized as it can be seen from the example.
DO I=1, N
(S1) A(I+1) = B(I) + C
(S2) D(I) = A(I) + E
ENDDO

DO I=1, N
(S1) A(I+1) = B(I) + C
ENDDO
DO I=1, N
(S2) D(I) = A(I) + E
ENDDO
Vectorization:
(S1) A(2:N+1) = B(1:N) + C
(S2) D(1:N) = A(1:N) + E
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The above example demonstrates the forward dependency relation from S1 to S2.
If the dependency relation is backward, vectorization also may take place; but it
very much depends on the fact if the loop body carries any loop-independent
dependencies. In the following example, the dependency relation is backward.
However, since there are no loop-independent dependencies between statements,
statements can be freely interchanged to have exactly the same statement
ordering as the original code presented in the previous example.
DO I=1, N
(S2) D(I) = A(I) + E
(S1) A(I+1) = B(I) + C
ENDDO

Vectorization:
(S1) A(2:N+1) = B(1:N) + C
(S2) D(1:N) = A(1:N) + E

However, it is not the case for the following example. If there is a backward
carried dependence and a loop-independent dependence (through B) between the
statements, computations can not be vectorized because the interchange above
is illegal.
DO I=1, N
(S1) B(I) = A(I) + E
(S2) A(I+1) = B(I) + C
ENDDO

Not vectorizable.

If the data in the memory is not aligned (locally disjoint), the required data have
to be explicitly packet to the registers before execution of a SIMD instruction.
Usually many architectures have a support for alignment and packing; however
using them is costly in terms of performance (possibly also area and power
consumption). Loop versioning is applicable if the alignment of the code cannot
be assured at a compile-time. Loop versioning introduces an extra code in order to
check alignment at run-time. On the other hand, the new code increases the code
size and introduces overhead of the alignment check.
DO, I=0, N, 1
A[I] = B[I] + C[I]
ENDDO

If( A & B & C) is aligned
{ //SIMD version
DO, I=0, N, 4
A(I:I+4) = B(I:I+4) + C(I:I+4)
ENDDO
else
{ //standard version
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DO, I=0, N, 1
A[I] = B[I] + C[I]
ENDDO
}

Loop peeling for alignment support is applied when the loop does not directly
start at an alignment boundary, loop peeling is applied to ensure the correct
alignment of the data accesses. Those iterations causing the misalignment are
peeled off the original loop and build a separate loop.
Vectorization is usually performed in the innermost loop. However, sometimes it is
beneficial to perform vectorization on the outer loops. Outer loop vectorization
has traditionally been performed by interchanging an outer-loop with the
innermost loop, followed by vectorizing it at the innermost position. A more direct
unroll-and-jam approach can be used to vectorize an outer-loop without
involving loop interchange, which can be especially suitable for SIMD
architectures.
Summing up, currently SH compiler supports some automatic loop
transformations such as software pipelining, and loop unrolling. Also the manual
optimization of applications includes the data-oriented transformations such
distributing data, distributing computation. Moreover, the custom operations,
exhaustive scheduling, speculation, guarding (predication), grafting, inlining, use
native integer size, shacking (decreasing the register pressure of a schedule) are
additional means of optimizations.
SiliconHive compiler front-end optimizations are the following: common subexpression elimination, constant folding, constant propagation, copy folding, loadstore elimination, if-conversion, function inlining, graph length reduction, copy
coalescing, copy parallelization, decision tree grafting, strength reduction, hoisting
and some simple control flow optimizations.
It is important to note that the front-end optimizations have to be controlled in
such a way that they do not prevent the scheduler to exploit the potential
parallelism in the restructured application.
Table 6 classifies the previously mentioned loop transformations.
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Fine-grained Parallelism
Transformation Type

Transformations

Preliminary Transformations
(to ease the data dependency test and
other loop transformations, almost all
compiler front-ends support these
transformations)

loop normalization, constant

Transformations to Break
Dependencies

privatization, scalar and array renaming,
scalar expansion, loop unswitching, indexset splitting, loop peeling.

Transformations for Vectorization

loop unrolling, strip-mining, loop
distribution, loop interchange, loop
versioning, loop peeling, unroll-and-jam,
loop tiling.

Transformation for ILP

loop unrolling, software pipelining, loop
fusion, unroll-and-jam, loop tiling.

Transformation for Locality

loop fusion, unroll-and-jam, loop tiling, loop
interchange.

propagation, dead code elimination,
induction variable substitution, ifconversion etc.

Coarse-grained parallelism
loop distribution, loop tiling (coarse grained data parallelism)
Table 6- Classification of loop transformations

3.5 Application Restructuring Methods, Tools and Libraries
This section overviews the state-of-the-art methods, tools and libraries that target
application restructuring (parallelization). Information is organized in such a way
that the developed methods, tools, and libraries are presented in the subsections
related to the projects in which they were developed or used.
3.5.1 SciDAC-PERI Auto-Tuning Project

The Scientific Discovery through Advanced Computing (SciDAC) and The
Performance Engineering Research Institute (PERI) 18 are carrying out a research
18

http://www.peri-scidac.org/perci/
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project focused on the auto-tuning tools that are (largely) automatic. In this
subsection, the methodology, tools and libraries used in the project are explained.
3.5.1.1 Rose Compiler
ROSE19 is an open-source compiler infrastructure to build source-to-source
program transformation and analysis tools for large-scale Fortran 77/95/2003, C,
C++, OpenMP, and UPC applications. ROSE is particularly suited for building
custom tools for static analysis, program optimization, arbitrary program
transformation, domain-specific optimizations, complex loop optimizations, and
performance analysis. Like other compiler infrastructures, ROSE consists of frontends, a kernel, and back-ends, but ROSE backends generate (unparsed) source
code. Thus, ROSE is a source-to-source compiler infrastructure. The intermediate
representation (IR) used in ROSE is high level to build an abstract syntax tree
(AST) that is well suited to source-to-source (so ROSE does not loose any
information about the structure of the original source code). The kernel contains
an evolving set of analyzes and optimizations.
A number of program analyzes and transformations have been developed for
ROSE. They are designed to be utilized by users via simple function calls to
interfaces. The program analysis available include call graph analysis, control flow
analysis, data flow analysis (live variables, def-use chain, reaching definition, alias
analysis, etc.), class hierarchy analysis, data dependence and system dependence
analysis, and MPI communication pattern analysis. Representative program
optimizations and translations developed with ROSE are partial redundancy
elimination, constant folding, inlining, outlining (separating out a portion of code
as a function), OpenMP directive lowering, automatic parallelization and loop
transformations (a loop optimizer supporting aggressive loop optimizations such
as fusion, fission, interchange, unrolling, and blocking).
3.5.1.2 Rose-Based Auto-Tuning System
Overall goal is to incorporate a set of external tools interacting with ROSE-based
components to support the entire life-cycle of automated empirical optimization.
Here, empirical word refers to configurations of compiler optimizations based on
performance feedbacks from the optimized code. The ROSE-based auto-tuning
system shown in figure 30 is designed to work in three major phases:

19

http://www.rosecompiler.org/
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Preparation: The preparation phase uses external performance tools (GNU Gprof,
HPC Toolkit) to collect basic performance metrics of a target application.
Tool Interface: It reads in the XML files generated from HPCToolkit and attaches
performance metrics to the ROSE AST representing the corresponding source
code. It can handle macro expansions during the metric match process. When
necessary, all performance metrics are also propagated from statement levels to
loop, function, and file levels. Similarly, it also accepts the line-by-line
performance data generated by GNU gprof.
Code triage, transformations and kernel extraction : This phase is carried out by a
set of ROSE-based modules. A ROSE tool interface module reads in both source
files of the application and the performance data to construct an abstract syntax
tree (AST) representation of the input code annotated with performance
information. Then a code triage module is followed to locate problematic targets
(e.g. loops) within the application.

Figure 30: ROSE-based end-to-end auto-tuning system
The command below provides an input source file and its corresponding XMLformat performance data generated by HPCToolkit. It asks the code triage
program to find the most time-consuming loops which contribute 80% to the total
execution time. Then, it extracts the specified loops from the source code. The
identified loops will be automatically extracted to be separated, source files and
saved into an output path named tests.
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$ autoTuning -c jacobi.c -rose:hpct:prof jacobi-raw.xml \
$ -rose:autotuning:triage_threshold 0.8 -rose:outline:output_path "tests"
The performance data can come from GNU gprof:
$ autoTuning -c jacobi.c -rose:autotuning:triage_only -rose:gprof:linebyline
jacobi.gprof.txt

A set of potentially beneficial optimizations and/or their configurations for each
target is chosen (manually) based on program analysis. Subsequently, a ROSE
AST Outliner extracts a selected target into a stand-alone kernel, which will in turn
be compiled into a dynamically loadable library routine. The application will be
transformed accordingly and compiled to be a binary executable. This binary
executable calls the outlined routine, collects performance metrics for the call.
Optionally, a checkpointing/restarting library can be used to shorten the execution
by stopping (checkpointing) and restarting immediately before calling the outlined
function.

Figure 31: Phase 1 and 2 of the auto-tuning system
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Empirical Tuning: The final phase does the actual empirical tuning. The basic idea
is that: 1) a set of pre-selected transformations and their corresponding
configuration ranges are given (by the code triage module) and converted into an
integral search space; 2) the search engine evaluates points from the search
space by driving the parameterized transformation tool to generate kernel
variants and restarting the check pointed binary to run the variants one by one.
3.5.1.3 Parametrized Transformation Tools
Several choices exist to generate the kernel variants of the auto-tuning system,
such as POET, ROSE Loop Translator and CHiLL.
POET (Parameterized Optimizations for Empirical Tuning) is a language and tool to
express complex code transformations and their configurations using a small set
of parameters. It is especially relevant to the evaluation of large-scale search
spaces as part of empirical tuning and is orthogonal to any specific search
strategy.

Figure 32: Phase 3 of the auto-tuning system
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Using command line options and a configuration file, users can direct POET to
apply a set of specified transformations(e.g. loop unrolling and unroll factor) with
desired configurations on selected code portions. Rose-based auto-tuning system
uses POET to generate code variants. POET interacts with a search engine (as
shown in figure 32) to explore code transformations using several popular search
policies, such as random search, exhaustive search, simulated anneal search,
genetic algorithm, and so on.
Active Harmony Search Engine20 is also adapted to work with the framework.
Active Harmony allows online, runtime tuning of application parameters which are
critical to the application performance. Domain-specific knowledge is usually
needed to identify those application parameters. An active harmony server will be
running to manage the values of different application parameters and to conduct
the search. Applications have to be modified to communicate with the server in
order to send performance feedback for one specific set of parameter values
(current point) and get the next set of parameter values (next point). Currently, it
supports a search strategy based on the Nelder-Mead simplex method.

Figure 33: POET transformation engine, POET uses a XML based description of
code transformation behavior to produce portable code transformation
implementations

20

http://www.dyninst.org/harmony/
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Figure 34: Compiler developer work flow

ROSE Loop Translator is another tool integrated to the system in order to generate
kernel code variants. Users can use loop transformation (e.g. LoopUnrolling,
LoopInterchange, LoopTiling) executables via command lines with abstract
handles to create desired kernel variants.
CHiLL is a framework for composing high level loop transformations based on the
polyhedral model (based on Omega Polyhedral library), to automatically generate
specialized versions according to user-specified optimization strategies. CHiLL
provides a script interface to the programmer that can be used to apply complex
loop transformation strategies on a loop nest by composing a series of loop
transformations. The transformations supported include data copying, tiling, index
set splitting, loop permutation, unroll-and-jam, fission, fusion, and any unimodular
transformation.
CHiLL and POET are used in the compiler developer work flow (transformation and
code generation framework part of figure 34) in the SciDAC-PERI project.
There are other empirical tuning libraries exist such as ATLAS, PhiPAC, OSKI,
FFTW, SPIRAL. The common property of these libraries is the fact that they focus
on achieving high performance in terms of execution time. In the auto-tuning
project, performance values are calculated w.r.t a fixed architecture.
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3.5.2 CETUS

CETUS21 is a compiler infrastructure for the source-to-source transformation of
software programs developed in Java language at Purdue University. It currently
supports ANSI C. It provides a C parser, intermediate representations and
compiler passes. Cetus passes for program analysis include data dependency
analysis (banerjee-wolfe test and range test), pointer alias analysis, symbolic
range analysis, array and scalar privatization analysis, reduction recognition
(detects reduction operations), symbolic expression manipulators (normalizes and
simplifies expressions), call graph and CFG generators at basic block or at
statement level.
Transformation passes include induction variable substitution pass (identifies and
substitutes induction variables), loop parallelizer (depends on induction variable
substitution, reduction recognition, and array privatization) pass which performs
loop dependence analysis and generates “parallel loop” annotations. Loop
outliner pass extracts loops out into separate subroutines.
Privatization (scalar and array renaming, expansion) transformations are
supported in order to eliminate dependencies, in particular anti and output
dependencies. Also for parallelization purposes other loop transformations (e.g
loop unrolling) is supported. Analysis and transformations passes are carried out
on IR.
3.5.3 PIPS
PIPS22 is an open source, inter procedural, extensible, source-to-source Fortran
and C compiler infrastructure for code transformations and instrumentations. It
includes flex/bison based parser in the front-end, IR, and compiler passes.
Compiler passes provides static interprocuderal analysis, code transformations,
instrumentation (dynamic analysis) and source code generation.
Analysis part of the passes include dependence analysis such as use/def chains,
region-based use/def chains, dependency graph. Code transformations passes
include loop transformations such as loop distribution, index-set splitting, loop
interchange, hyperplane method, loop normalization, strip-mining, tiling, full /
partial unrolling.
PIPS also supports privatization (scalar expansion, array and scalar renaming),
outlining, inlining, cloning (dead code elimination + constant propagation), control
21

http://cetus.ecn.purdue.edu/

22

http://cri.ensmp.fr/pips/
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restructuring (if/then/else restructuring). Code generations for MPI and OpenMP is
also supported.
3.5.4 POCC

The Polyhedral Compiler Collection(POCC)23 is a source-to-source iterative and
model-driven compiler, embedding most of the state-of-the-art tools for
polyhedral compilation. Polyhedral framework flow facilitates the program
analysis, affine transformations and code generation. To delimit which part of the
code is going to be compiled by the polyhedral optimizer(s), it is required to
delimit the code with #pragma scop and #pragma endscop. The code fragment
inside the pragmas must be a regular static control part: a consecutive set of
statements with only for loops, where loop bounds, if statement conditionals and
array accesses are affine functions of the iterators and the global parameters.
Tools (passes) inside the POCC compiler are accessible from the main driver, and
several IR conversion functions allows to communicate between passes of the
compiler. Those tools are:
Clan - Chunky Loop Analyzer is a free software and library that translates some
particular parts of high level programs written in C, C++, C# or Java into a
polyhedral representation. This representation may be manipulated by other tools
to achieve complex program restructuring (for optimization, parallelization or any
other kind of manipulation).
Candl - Chunky Loop Dependency Analyzer is a tool for data dependence
analysis of static control parts.
LetSee explores the legal affine scheduling space of a statically controlled
program. It is programmed as a library, offering services such as a tunable
algorithm for legal transformation space construction, various heuristics to
traverse legal spaces, and many auxiliary functions (graph manipulation,
transformation generation, etc.). It comprises also:
•

FM, the Fourier-Motzkin library, for manipulating Q-polyhedra

•

PIPLib, a parametric integer programming solver

•

PolyLib, the Polyhedral Library, a library for parametric integer polyhedra
computation

PluTo is an automatic parallelizer and locality optimizer tool that is based on the
polyhedral model. Pluto transforms C programs from source to source for coarsegrained parallelism and locality simultaneously. The frontend used by Pluto
23

http://www-roc.inria.fr/~pouchet/software/pocc/
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accepts only a very small subset of C - sequences of arbitrarily nested affine
array accesses. The core transformation framework mainly works by finding affine
transformations for efficient tiling and fusion, but not limited to those. OpenMP
parallel code for multi-cores can be automatically generated from sequential C
program sections. Outer, inner, or pipelined parallelization is achieved (purely
with OpenMP pragrams), besides register tiling and making the code amenable to
auto-vectorization. It also provides a number of options (both command-line and
through optional files) to tune aspects like tile sizes, unroll factors, and outer-loop
fusion structure. Cloog is used for code generation.
LooPo, The Polyhedral Loop Parallelizer is prototype implementation of some
loop parallelization methods based on the polyhedral model. It implements some
well known algorithms (Feautrier, Lim, Griebl, etc. )
ClooG - Chunky Loop Generator is a tool to generate syntactic code from the
polyhedral representation.
3.5.5 ACOTES Project

Advanced Compiler Technologies for Embedded Streaming (ACOTES) 24 focused on
developing tools to assist the application programmer to achieve parallelism both
at the coarse-grain task-level parallelism across threads and fine-grain data-level
parallelism residing inside nested loops of SIMD-like computations, and also
memory parallelism to optimize data transfers. Project focused on the data
streaming application domain. ACOTES adopted GNU GCC as a compiler platform
and development is carried out on loop-nest optimization (LNO) and autovectorization branches of the GCC. As it can bes seen from the figure 35 two
passes are placed between the front-end and back-end of the compiler.
Graphite is the name of the compilation pass of GCC, embedding polyhedral
analysis and transformations into the GCC. This pass is shown in figure 36
extracts the polyhedral model information directly from the GIMPLE intermediate
representation (ScoP detection).
After various optimization and analyses
performed on the polyhedral model, GIMPLE three-address code is regenerated
corresponding to transformations applied on the polyhedral model. Libraries and
tools for the polyhedral model are mostly adopted from previously explained
POCC project. Polyhedral-model guided loop-nest optimization and autovectorization intends to find the sequence of loop transformations and the loop
level to be vectorized in order to maximize the fine-grained data-level and looplevel parallelism. Polyhedral compilation framework host a variety of
24

http://www.hitech-projects.com/euprojects/ACOTES/
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transformations, facilitating exploration and configuration
transformation sequences.

Figure 35: Graphite and vectorization passes of GCC

Figure 36: Graphite pass flow
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Automatic parallelization is integrated to graphite in GCC4.5.0. It currently
supports loop unrolling, loop unswitching, loop-blocking, loop interchange, stripmining, loop peeling, loop distribution, and scalar expansion.

Usage:
flags: -ftree-parallelize-loops=x, floop-parallelize-all,-funroll-all-loops, -funroll-loops,
-funswitch-loops, -floop-block -floop-interchange -floop-strip-mine, fpeel-loops, -ftreeloop-distribution, -fvariable-expansion-in-unroller

Vectorization pass aims to achieve automatic transformation of serial code to the
vector code by the compiler. GCC auto-vectorization branch targets innermost
loop, outer loop and straight-line code vectorization. Also it targets multi-platform
vectorization and maintains:
• to be general enough to be applicable to any platform (SIMD implementations
vary from architecture to architecture)
• to hide low-level details as much as possible
• to be as efficient as possible on each architecture
Most of the compiler deals with the innermost loop vectorization. However, outerloop vectorization may provide benefits under some circumstances, such as:
•

When the trip count (number of iteration) of the outer-loops is greater than
the inner-loop,

•

When strides (accesses to memory) across iteration of outer-loop is smaller
and more unit than the strides appear across the inner-loop. In such cases
vectorizing the outer-loop improve spatial locality,

•

Outer loop compromise a larger portion of the computation operates on
vector registers, hence facilitates the register reuse and reduce memory
bandwidth,

•

Multimedia and embedded applications often contains large degrees of data
level parallelism across outer-loops,

•

Outer loop vectorization avoids final reduction of vector to scalar, hence,
operations such as reduction is vectorized more efficiently with outer-loop
vectorization.
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One of the challenges of vectorization is alignment handling: computation may
access data elements in an order different from the way they are organized in
memory. Since most of the memory architecture limits vector data accesses to
consecutive vector size elements, non-consecutive access patterns usually require
data manipulation to reorder the data elements and pack them into vectors
(permutation on the data elements). Transformations are required to force
alignment such as loop versioning and loop peeling. And also efficient
vectorization of the remaining misaligned accesses require support of platform for
misaligned accesses.
Usage:
flags: -ftree-vectorize, -ftree-vectorizer-verbose=number:, -ftree-vect-loopversion, -fvect-cost-model
$ gcc -O2 -ftree-vectorize -msse2 -ftree-vectorizer-verbose=6 -S sample.c
-msse/-msse2 flags are used to allow vectorization for x86 platforms, -ffast-math
or -fassociative-math flags are used enable vectorization of floating point
reductions.
Verbose has levels to report vectorization result.
Level 0: No output at all.
Level 1: Report vectorized loops.
Level 2: Also report unvectorized ”well-formed” loops and respective reason.
Level 3: Also report alignment information (for ”well-formed” loops).
Level 4: Like level 3 + report for non-well-formed inner-loops.
Level 5: Like level 3 + report for all loops.
Level 6: Print all vectorizer dump information (equivalent to former vect-debugdetails).
Verbose level decides the content of the report provided by GCC. Report includes:
1. Observation of the conclusion about dependence information
inner loop index: 0
loop nest: (1 )
distance_vector:4
direction_vector: +
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2. Observation of the final decision about parallelization
FAILED: data dependencies exist across iterations
3. Observing the final decision about vectorization
noparvec.c:2: note: vectorized 0 loops in function
vecnopar.c:8: note: LOOP VECTORIZED.
vecnopar.c:5: note: vectorized 1 loops in function.

3.5.6 VfAnalyst

Analysis capabilities of VfAnalyst are presented in the first section of the report.
This subsection focuses on the parallelization part of VfAnalyst. As it is mentioned
in the analysis part, VfAnalyst provides profile information and the dependency
analysis of the functions and loops. Taking into consideration of dependency
analysis, VfAnalyst guides the user in data partitioning of loops. Figure 37
demonstrates a partitioning option provided by VfAnalyst Parallelizer. Depending
on the number of threads chosen for the partitioning of the loop(Loop_71),
VfAnalyst provides estimated speed up, overhead and number of streams to be
used for communication between threads.

Figure 37: Data partitioning candidates(loop_71)

Figure 38 shows the schedule of the two tasks. Since the number of streams is
zero, there is no communication link between the tasks.

Figure 38: Schedule graph of partitioned loop_71
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Figure 39 demonstrates data partitioning candidates for another loop(loop_72).
The partitioning with 2 threads requires 4 streams for communication between the
threads. The subsequent figure 40 demonstrates the schedule graph of the
partitioned loop_72.

Figure 39: Data partitioning candidates(loop_72)

At the end of the parallelization process, the designer has to decide the
partitioning options. Then VfAnalyst accumulates all the partitioning decisions in
order to subsequently decide the overall speed of the application. When the
designer has finalized the partitioning, VfAnalyst provides recipes(in figure 41)
telling how to apply a corresponding actual partitioning on a given C code.
Rewriting of the C code is the task of the designer.

Figure 40: Schedule graph of partitioned loop_72
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Figure 41: VfAnalyst recipes for partitioning
3.5.7 KPNGen

KPNGen25 tool is a part of the Daedalus framework flow, as shown in figure 42, which
provides a single environment for system-level architectural exploration, highlevel synthesis, programming and prototyping of multimedia MP-SoC
architectures.
The KPNgen tool allows for automatically converting the sequential application
into a parallel Kahn Process Network (KPN) specification. Here, the sequential
input specifications are restricted to so-called static affine nested loop programs.
By means of automated source-level transformations, KPNgen is also capable of
producing different input-output equivalent KPNs, in which for example the degree
of parallelism can be varied. Such transformations enable application-level design
space exploration.

25

http://daedalus.liacs.nl/Site/Daedalus%20home.html
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Figure 42- KPNGen is a part of Daedalus framework flow
3.5.8 Compaan HotSpot Parallelizer

The Compaan compiler allows the designer to express an application in the format
of KPN representation. Compaan Technology translates C code into an equivalent
KPN representation using mathematical techniques based on the polytope model.
Since the translation is mathematical without the use of heuristics, there is a oneto-one correspondence between the C-code and the resulting KPN. Compaan
developed a technique called tracing, which is used to prove that both programs
are indeed equivalent. In tracing mode, Compaan always maps to X86 multithreading environment. Running the X86 code, a check is performed that
indicates that the KPN leading to the X86 threads is indeed input/output
equivalent with the original sequential code. Compaan Design focuses on tasklevel parallelism that can further be sub-divided into Fork/Join parallelism and
pipeline parallelism - as shown in figure 43.
Compaan compiler can generate an indefinite number of different KPNs with the
same input-output behavior. Each KPN will have different characteristics i.e.
numbers of channels and processes. One can view this as expressing the C code
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(the functional description) in different degrees of parallelism. The KPN network
which Compaan derives is a model rather than a specific implementation. It
captures the essence of a hidden computation structure within the C-code in
terms of its parallelism.

Figure 43: Fork/Join parallelism and pipeline parallelism
The next step in a design process is a hardware implementation or mapping onto
heterogeneous multi-processor ASIP. More detailed information about Compaan
HotSpot Parallelizer and Compaan Product is provided in the section 7 of the
deliverable D1.1
In order to use the Compaan hotspot parallizer, you typically need to rewrite a
problem to fit the constraints of the Compaan compiler. These constraints are that
a program needs to be a parametric static affine nested loop program. This means
that programs typically consist of nested for-loops. The nested loop program does
not need to be perfect. It is allowed to use control expressed in if-statements at
any place as long as the affine relations in the if-statements are composed in a
linear way out of the loop-iterators surrounding the control statement. In the
affine relations, the use of pseudo-linear operators like mod, div, floor and ceil is
allowed. Although affine nested loop programs sounds constraint, most matrix
and or vector operations fall in this class. These constitute typically the
performance critical part in a program. When writing code from the start, the
Compaan compiler allows designers to think at a high-level of abstraction. They
can really think in terms of streams. Compaan allows a designer to manipulate
streams using for example:
1. Up/Down Sampling
2. Hierarchy
3. Data synchronization

4. Replication
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An interesting example is the following one which is called the Array Dimension
Conversion (ADC) example. This example demonstrates how the representation of
data in an array can be changed easily. The incoming data stream data_in is of
size a[6][2] and is first converted in a 1-D stream C. This 1-D stream is
subsequently converted in a new array b[4][3]. This array also contains 12 tokens,
but is organized differently.
#pragma compaan_procedure adc
void adc(int data_in[2][6], int data_out[3][4]) {
int a[2][6];
int b[3][4];
int c[12];
int i, j, x, y;
// Read in a 6x2 array a
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < 6; j++) {
a[i][j] = data_in[i][j];
}
}
// Convert a to a single stream c
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < 6; j++) {
c[i * 6 + j] = a[i][j];
}
}
// Convert the 1-D stream C into a 4x3 array B
for (x = 0; x < 3; x++) {
for (y = 0; y < 4; y++) {
b[x][y] = c[x * 4 + y];
}
}
// Write out 4x3 array B
for (x = 0; x < 3; x++) {
for (y = 0; y < 4; y++) {
data_out[x][y] = b[x][y];
}
}
}

The KPN that results from this code is given below in fugure 44. The interesting
about this example is that each array reference is converted into a 1-D stream.
So, in the C-code you can organize data as you like; Compaan will always convert
it into 1-D streams using exact dataflow analysis techniques.
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ND_ 1
data_ in

ND_ 2
ND_ 3
ED_ 3_ ED_ 4
ED_ 5

ED_ 2

< proc0 >

< proc1 >

< proc2 >

ND_ 4
< proc3 >

data_ out

Figure 44: Process network for the code example
In the KPN, the fact that data was organized like as int a[2][6], int b[3][4] or int
c[12] has become irrelevant; it all has become 1-D streams. When combining this
concept of Array Dimension Conversion (ADC), with hierarchy, very powerful
conversions can be realized. Hierarchy means in this case that a KPN can be a
KPN in itself. Think for example of a image that is converted into blocks and each
block is processed on sample base by some filter (e.g., DCT, DWT filter).
3.5.9 Cosy Compiler System

Cosy Compiler system has automatic support for some optimization techniques
including loop transformations:
•

Loop canonization

•

Loop fusion

•

Loop hoisting

•

Loop induction variable rewriting & elimination

•

Loop invariant code motion

•

Loop inversion

•

Loop scalar replacement

•

Loop removal

•

Loop reverse conversion

•

Loop unrolling

•

Software pipelining

These optimizations are applied on IR code.
3.5.10

LLVM

The low level virtual machine (LLVM) 26 is a set of tools and libraries to build a
compiler. Constructed around a language and platform-independent intermediate
representation (IR). It provides the state-of-the-art analyses, optimizations and
target code generation. As it can be seen in figure 45, LLVM uses Polly polyhedral
library to support fully automatic transformations of existing programs. Polly
26

http://llvm.org/
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detects and extracts the relevant code regions without any human interaction. It
is built around an advanced polyhedral library with full support for existentially
quantified variables and includes a state-of-the-art dependency analysis. Due to a
simple file interface it is easily possible to apply transformations manually or to
use an external optimizer. Polly accepts LLVM-IR as an input and produces C code
in the form of SIMD and OpenMP.

Figure 45: Flow of polly
3.5.11

ROCC Compiler

ROCCC (Riverside Optimizing Compiler for Configurable Computing) 27 is an opensource C to HDL compilation framework specifically focused on FPGA-based code
acceleration from a subset of the C language. Unlike similar tools designed for
high-level synthesis, ROCCC does not focus on the generation of arbitrary
hardware circuits. Rather, its focus is on compile time transformations (e.g. loop
unrolling, loop interchange, loop fusion) and optimizations (e.g. division
elimination, multiply elimination) aimed at providing an application substantial
speedup by replacing regions in software with a dedicated hardware component.
Its objectives are to maximize parallelism within the constraints of the target
device, optimize clock cycle time by efficient pipelining, and minimize the area
utilized. It uses loop analysis techniques to increase the reuse of data fetched
from off-chip memory.

27

http://www.jacquardcomputing.com/roccc/
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3.5.12

Trimaran

Trimaran is an integrated compiler and simulation infrastructure for research in
computer architecture and compiler optimizations. Trimaran is parameterizable,
and can target a wide range of architectures that embody embedded processors,
high-end VLIW processors, and multi-clustered architectures. Trimaran also
facilitates the exploration of the architecture design space, and is suited for the
automatic synthesis of programmable application specific architectures. It allows
for customization of all aspects of an architecture including the data path, control
path, instruction set, interconnect, and instruction/data memory subsystems.
compiler analysis and optimizations are:
28

•

Region formation algorithms (e.g., super-blocks and hyper-blocks) to expose
instruction level parallelism with speculation and predication;

•

Various backend instruction partitioning and mapping algorithms for
automatically distributing parallelism in a multi-clustered architecture,;

•

Back-end vectorizer that extracts and exploits data level parallelism using
short vector instructions (SIMD);

•

Various register allocation heuristics;

•

Instruction scheduling algorithms including software pipelining with modulo
scheduling.

The vectorizer is applicable when it has precise memory dependence information
which is extracted using the SUIF front-end. Vectorization is highly coupled with
software pipelining and is intended for use in conjunction with the Trimaran
modulo scheduler.

3.6 Comparison and Conclusion
This subsection aims to provide a summary of the state-of-the-art tools and
libraries explained in the previous section. Table 6 compares the projects or the
corresponding tools by listing the loop transformations they support. And also
additional comments are provided in a separate column. Trimaran, ROCCC and
LLVM are not well suited for transformation exploration and highly coupled with
their back-end infrastructures; therefore they are not listed in the table 6.

28
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Loop Transformations
Comments
Supported
Partial redundancy elimination,
constant folding, inlining, outlining,
fusion, fission, interchange,
unrolling, blocking (tiling), array
copying, scalar replacement

Integrated with profiling
and transformation
interfaces(POET), libraries.
Up-to-date documentation
and publications(2011).
Supports but limited to
polyhedral model.

CHILL Framework Data copying, tiling, index- set
Uses polyhedral model
splitting, loop permutation
(interchange), unroll-and-jam,
fission, fusion, and any unimodular
transformation
CETUS

Privatization, scalar and array
renaming, expansion, unrolling

PIPS

Privatization, scalar expansion,
array and scalar renaming,
outlining, inlining, cloning (dead
code elimination + constant
propagation), control restructuring
(if/then/else restructuring),loop
normalization, index-set splitting,
loop interchange, hyperplane
method, strip-mining, tiling, full /
partial unrolling

POCC

Any unimodular transformation

Comprises libraries and
tools based on polyhedral
model, limits itself with
polyhedral model

ACOTES Project

loop unrolling, loop unswitching,

Based on the polyhedral
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loop-blocking, loop interchange,
model. Vectorization
strip-mining, loop peeling, loop
report of gcc is useful to
distribution, and scalar expansion
check vectorization
possibilities of a loop.
Cosy Compiler
System

loop canonization, loop fusion, loop
hoisting, loop induction variable
rewriting & elimination, loop
invariant code motion, loop
inversion, loop scalar replacement,
loop removal, loop reverse
conversion, loop unrolling, software
pipelining

VfAnalyst

Guides the user in data partitioning Provides recipes telling
of loops.
how to apply partitioning
on a given C code

KPNGen/Compaa Focuses on fork/join and pipeline
n HotSpot
parallelism.
Parallelizer

Based on polytope model,
it can generate number of
different KPNs with the
same input-output
behavior

Table 6: Candidate tools to be used for transformations

The number of supported loop transformations is one of the important factors to
decide for the appropriate tool; but not the only one. Documentation quality, code
extensibility or modifiability, up-datedness, integrability with other tools and
interfaces are other important factors to be considered. Moreover, since tools
have different licenses; it is required to be aware of the limitations of each license
before actual usage of the tools.
State of the art polyhedral libraries are the following:
Omega, PolyLib, Piplib, Parma Polyhedral Library(PPL), Polyhedral Compilation
Package(PCP), Polly-LLVM, PoCC libraries(Clan, Candl, Letsee, Pluto,LooPo, CLooG)
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4 Method of Application Analysis and Parallelization
for the Purpose of ASIP Architecture Synthesis
This section is presented in the confidential Appendix A: Method of Application Analysis
and Parallelization for the purpose of ASIP Architecture Synthesis.
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7 Glossary and Terminology
ACN Argument Connection Network: the HiveLogic IP module instantiated within
the processor’s data-path to provide a sparsely connected communications facility
running from Register file outputs to Issue slot inputs
AHB AMBA High-performance Bus: bus fabric and interface introduced by ARM
Ltd.
AMBAAdvanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture: bus fabric and interface
introduced by ARM Ltd.
ANSI-C
Americal National Standards Institute version of the ‘C’ programming
language.
API

Application Programmers Interface

ARM ARM Ltd.: semiconductor intellectual property provider
ARU Arithmetic Unit
ASIP Application-specific Instruction-set Processor
AXI Advanced eXtensible Interface: third generation of ARM Ltd’s bus interface
specification
C++ Programming language, based on the ‘C’ language. SystemC is built on top
of C++.
CIO

Silicon Hive’s proprietary MMIO interface protocol

CoreBrowser
HiveCC tool providing graphical view of HiveLogic, HiveFlex, and
HiveGo processors
CoreIO

Input/output and memory module of HiveLogic processor

DDR Double DataRate SDRAM
DLP Data-Level Parallelism: refers to kind of processing where a single operation
on a processor handles vectors of processors simultaneously
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DMA Direct Memory Access: In this document, DMA refers to a particular
hardwired system block which can autonomously transfer (blocks of) data.
DSP Digital Signal Processor: may either refer to the kind of software specifically
targeted at processing digital signals, or to the type of processors specifically
meant to run that software
EDA Electronic Design Automation
ELF Executable and Linkable Format for object files and binaries generated by
HiveCC
ESL Electronic System Level: term to qualify tools which deal with SoC-level
issues
eVC e Verification Component: referring to verification IP expressed in the
Cadence ‘e’ language
FU

Function Unit

GeneSys
HiveLogic tool for instantiating and interconnecting IP blocks (either
HiveLogic or customer-supplied)
HDL Hardware Description Language
HiveDB

HiveCC debugger tool

HiveCC

Silicon Hive’s Software Development Kit, including ANSI-C compiler

HiveIDE

HiveCC Integrated Development Enironment

HiveLogic

Silicon Hive’s configurable parallel processing flow

HiveRT
HRT: Hive Run-Time, application programmers interface for driving and
communicating with HiveLogic processors
HRT HiveRT
HSD Hive System Description: language for describing multi-core systems
IDE

Integrated Development Environment

ILP
Instruction-Level Parallelism: refers to the kind of instruction processing
where a single instruction contains multiple operations. Also refers to the measure
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of the average number of operations executed in parallel on a VLIW machine,
throughout (part of) and application.
IS

Issue Slot

ISP

Image Signal Processor: referring to the HiveFlex 2xxx family of processors

JTAG Joint Test Action Group; typically describing a serial interface standard
allowing test access to SoCs.
KgateKilo-gate, measure of chip logic complexity and area
LSU Load/Store Unit: Function unit specifically meant for exchanging data
between VLIW datapath and memory
MAC Multipy-Accumulate: the combined operation of multiplying and adding, also
refers to the multiply-accumulate function unit within a processor
MIMD Multiple Instruction Multiple Data: referring to multi-processors which can
execute multiple independent parallel operation streams on multiple independent
data streams
MMIO Memory-mapped Input/Output
NCSim
Cadence Incisive toolsuite, meant for verification of ASICs, in
particular containing the ncsim unified simulation engine for Verilog, VHDL, and
SystemC
OCP Open Core Protocol: bus interface introduced by the OCP-IP Association
OLP Operation-Level Parallelism: single operations performing multiple tasks
simultaneously which, on a RISC processor, would have taken multiple operations
PC

Program Counter

RPC Remote Procedure Call
RISC Reduced Instruction-Set Computer
RF

Register File

RSN Result Select Network: the HiveLogic IP module instantiated within the
processor’s datapath to provide a sparsely connected communications facility
running from Issue slot outputs to Register file inputs
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Register Transfer Level

SAD Sum of Absolute Differences
SoC

System-on-Chip

SR

Status Register

SRAM Static Random Access Memory
SW

Software

System
Top-level collection of hardware components in HSD, often roughly
corresponding to the functionality of an SoC. This specifically does not refer to
application-level systems consisting of constellations of different processing
kernels, such as often associated with MatLab descriptions and Kahn process
networks, but rather the hardware on which such systems could be mapped.
Sub-systemCollection of hardware components in HSD, corresponding to some
intermediary hierarchy level
SystemC A set of C++ classes and macros which provide an event-driven
simulation kernel
Tcl
Tool Command Language: scripting language used by many EDA tools to
automate processes using those EDA tools
TIM

Silicon Hive’s proprietary processor description language

UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
VCS Synopsys’ multicore-enabled functional verification solution (HDL simulator)
Verilog

Hardware description language, used to model electronic systems

VHDL VHSIC Hardware Description Language
VHSIC

Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit

VLIW Very Long Instruction Word: generally used to refer to processors which can
execute multiple independent operations in parallel.
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
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VSP Video Signal Processor: referring to the HiveFlex VSP2xxx family of
processors
VSS

Video Sub System: referring to HiveGo VSS3xxx SoC sub-systems

SDK Software Development Kit
TLP Thread-Level Parallelism: In Silicon Hive terminology, this refers to the kind
of processing where multiple processors within one SoC operate simultaneously.
X86 Abbreviation of the line of Intel processors (and associated instruction-set
architectures) which started with the 8086
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